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Fraioli Will Challenge Williams for Presidency
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

With Hutch Williams '08 - one of the most popular
FUSA presidents in recent memory - up for re-election,
the role of challenger in this month's election will not be
an easy one to fill.
But casting aside doubters and launching what he
called an issue-driven campaign, Frank Fraioli '08 announced this week he will challenge Williams's re-election bid.
"I believe students will vote for me because I will
present a clear vision of what I desire Fairfield to be,"
Fraioli said. "I intend to bridge the gap between the popularity Hutch has by focusing on bringing out the issues that
I believe a majority of Fairfield is concerned about."
Fraioli has work to do in his attempt to take the
presidency from Williams, who just last year routed Ryan

Neubauer '07, winning 72 percent of the vote in one of
the biggest landslides in FUSA history.
Senate Chair Tim Rich '08, said defeating Williams
would be difficult.
"Any candidate running against Hutch has their work
cut out for them," he said. "I think anyone who's not the
incumbent is an underdog."
Fraioli's platform includes the appointment of a secretary of diversity to the FUSA Executive Board, which
is presently comprised of the executive cabinet and class
council representatives. This secretary would represent
the interests of University minority groups on the Executive Board, Fraioli said.
"The secretary would be the point person for all of
the cultural clubs on campus, and would be the liaison to
the multicultural center," he said. "The secretary would
be a part of the AHANA student council."

Among the other points of Fraioli's campaign is a united FUSA-IRHA
front. He said that a greater good
could come from the two organizations working together.
If elected, he said he also hopes
to create a committee separate from
the student court to make recommenFRAIOLI
dations to the administration regarding
broad student interests, such as townhouse basements.
Williams praised his competitor as a worthy challenger and an individual he respects.
"I've seen him outside of FUSA and he's a very motivated individual," he said. "When Frank has his mind
SEE "FRAIOLI" ON P.
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Where to From
Here?
Blacks in College Sports Still Can Progress More
This article is the third in a series commemorating Black History Month.
Next week: Successful African-American alumni.

BY TOM CLEARY AND CHRIS SIMMONS

When Ed Cooley was introduced last April as Fairfield's 11th men's
basketball coach, he joined two exclusive fraternitiSs.
Cooley became the first black head basketball coach — and just
the third head coach in any sport — in Fairfield history, and one of 79
black head coaches in Division I men's basketball.
"I think it is a credit to Fairfield. It's a credit to them to believe
in somebody who was a natural fit. People tend to do what they know,
and the past is that there weren't many minority coaches," Cooley said.
"People and schools coming out of their comfort zones are picking the
best fit, not the best color."
At Fairfield — as is the case with schools throughout the country
— the number of black coaches remains low.
Cooley is the only black head coach in any sport at Fairfield, and
the University has only five black assistant coaches spread across its
19 varsity teams.
But Doris believes the University's hiring record compares well
to that of other universities.
Mirror File Photo
"I would hold our hiring record at a level at least the equal or higher Dry times in the Nutmeg State: Spring Weekend festivities, such as Spam Jam (above, in 2005), have
than our peers," Doris said. "I think diversity has improved in terms been significantly altered at several universities in Connecticut.
of the hiring of coaches and administrators, and that will continue to
SEE "FOR BLACKS" ON P.

Spring Weekend Changes Are State-Wide
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Fairfield students are not alone as they mourn
the fading traditions of Spring Weekend events.
WHITE
Many schools throughout Connecticut are tightening their grip on the policies regarding drinking
during these annual festivities.
Quinnipiac University and UConn, for example, both have notorious Spring Weekend celebrations reminiscent of Fairfield's own long-lost
Clam Jam.
These parties are also undergoing policy
changes similar to those occurring at Fairfield.
At Quinnipiac University in Hamden, the
school's "May Weekend" celebration traditionally
featured a refreshment tent that provided beer to
of-age students and unspoken allowance of drinking
from open containers.
#2,7%
"It was basically a chance to socialize and
hang out with your friends. You wouldn't really
get in trouble for having alcohol with you," said
Quinnipiac senior Sara Fiore. "It was a chance to
so
100 unwind before finals, and students often include the
60
alcohol in unwinding."
InfoGraphic by Marl Heenan/The Mirror
Quinnipiac student Jackie Byrnes' 09 said students would even play beer pong outdoors.
■ BLACK

20
Source: NCAA
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BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

In 2006, however, the school implemented major changes to the event's drinking policy, banning
the beer tent and instructing security officers and
RAs to enforce drinking policies concerning open
containers just as they would any other weekend.
Students were initially upset by the news, but
many said the event was not as drastically different
as they had feared.
"Alcohol just had to be in these Pepsi cups that
we use for soda at school and then no one would
say anything. But you were not allowed to play beer
pong in plain sight," said Byrnes.
Seniors said that because of the change in format, they were less enthusiastic about this year's
event.
"The beer tent was a big draw for seniors living off campus," said Fiore "It was a good way
to get them back on campus and participating in
other things that go on during the weekend, like
the concert ... now that I'm 21,1 think it would be
nice to have the same experiences seniors have had
in the past."
UConn's Spring Weekend is an infamous

SEE "OTHER SCHOOLS" ON P.
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Fairfield to Host National FACE AIDS Conference
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

When Jen Miller '07 first said that
she would sell 1,000 pins for AIDS
awareness by December, many doubted
her - until she sold 1,600 pins.
Now, she has set her sights even
higher by bringing a National FACE
AIDS Conference to Fairfield on Feb.
23 - 24.
"This conference is crucial because it allows all of the FACE AIDS
chapters from around the country to
meet and share ideas," she said. "This
conference will also help to educate
students on this horrible disease and
provide students with insights on how
to make a difference."
Modeled after an AIDS forum held
at Stanford University, Miller said she
sees Fairfield's conference as an opportunity not just for students but for
the University as well.
"With so much energy and attention focused on AIDS, the school
can look for other ways to encourage
students to get involved with social
justice issues," Miller said, adding that
the conference may be a turning point
for Fairfield.
"With an increased awareness
on the pandemic and more emphasis
placed on social justice issues, Fairfield
University has made tremendous strides
since I was a freshman," she said. "This
conference also puts Fairfield on a
map; Fairfield won the bid to host the
next national conference and beat out
schools like Harvard and Yale."
Executive Director of FACE AIDS
Jonny Dorsey said he has equally high
expectations for the conference.
"I hope this conference will educate and inspire Fairfield students along
with FACE AIDS organizers across the

country," he said. "I hope that we'll all
learn a bit more about the pandemic,
have a few more public health heroes
to look up to, and pick up a few skills
to help us spread the word."
According to Dorsey, the awareness pins that Miller sold have greatly
contributed to the success of the FACE
AIDS movement.
"We are very pleased with the
success of FACE AIDS thus far," he
said. "There are thousands of awareness pins out there, which have started
tens of thousands of conversations on
the topic."
Dorsey, however, said that there is
much more work to be done.
"We need a real movement," he
said. "Only then will we have the
broad-based support we need now and
leadership we need for the future. To
do this, we need to engage hundreds
of thousands of students. This is just
the beginning."
Dorsey said he hopes to engage
students by sharing the stories of those
who have died from AIDS, not just the
number of deaths.
"Just hearing that millions of people are dying is not enough; we believe
students will be much more motivated
to take action if they learn the stories
of individuals and learn what they can
do to help save lives."
Among the speakers scheduled
to appear are Stephen Lewis, former
UN Special Envoy for HIV/AIDS in
Africa, Fr. James Keenan, S.J., chair
of the Catholic Theological Coalition
on HIV/AIDS Prevention, and British
Robinson, who was commencement
speaker at last year's graduation.
Keenan, a theology professor at
Boston College and a leading Jesuit
voice on HI V/AIDS prevention, said he

Defying Gravity

Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Get in the know: Fairfield to host national
FACE AIDS conference at the end of February.

Seniors Awarded Grant to
Work with NASA in Houston

BY DAN AKESON

Many Fairfield students will be jet-setting off to various
tropical locales for spring break.
But seniors Brendan Hermalyn, Mike Zaffetti, John
Stupak and Jessica Kurose will take to the skies with an
unusual destination in mind: the Johnson Space Center in
Houston, TX.
Fairfield was one of 34 schools selected to participate
in a national program with the MicroGravity University
through NASA and the Johnson Space Center. The program
gives students the opportunity to work in a reduced gravity
situation.
"This is the first time that Fairfield University has
applied or received a grant of this nature, and the team is
proud to have been awarded a slot in such a competitive

Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
Space Jam: Seniors Mike Zaffetti and Brendan Hermalyn are two parts of
the "Vomit Comet," a national space team aiming to create reduced gravity.

is pleased to see Fairfield take the next
step in promoting awareness.
"It really is good that Fairfield
itself is taking the initiative," he said.
"I think Fairfield University is taking
a leadership role especially when the
[people] most at risk [are in] your
generation."
University President Fr. Jeffrey
von Arx lauded the efforts of Fairfield's
FACE AIDS chapter in bringing the
national conference to Fairfield.
"I am so proud that Fairfield's
FACE AIDS organization has taken a
lead in raising national consciousness
on a matter that should concern us all,"
he said.
But Miller said she is already looking to the future of the ongoing struggle
against HIV/AIDS.
"It is the hope of the National
FACE AIDS chapter to encourage
other universities across the country to
follow in Fairfield's footsteps and take
charge," she said. "Next year's FACE
AIDS Executive Board is prepared
to take the chapter further and has
big plans that incorporate the greater
Fairfield area."

program," said Hermalyn.
Typically, only larger and more renowned science programs, like those at Yale, Cornell and Brown, are awarded
this privilege.
The team will be flying on board the DC-9, a plane
designed to create reduced gravity, and team is named
"Vomit Comet."
Once in air, the team will experiment with atmospheric
pressure by testing how liquid splatters against hard surfaces
within a vacuum. The project builds on an experiment by Lei
Xu, a graduate student from the University of Chicago.
The program begins in late March when the team
will undergo pre-flight testing and orientation prior to the
flight.
NASA is paying for the flight aboard the "Vomit
Comet," as well as the training, while Fairfield is paying part
of the travel cost. However, the team continues to look for
sponsorship and donations from individual corporations.
"We're all very excited about this achievement," said
Zaffetti. "It's such an honor for us and the University to be
able to participate in such a prestigious program."
Results from the experiment will be shared with community programs in Bridgeport inner-city schools through
a partnership with the Discovery Museum in Bridgeport
and local high schools in Fairfield.
The team has been working with these groups leading
into the trip.
"Our participation will, in addition to furthering the
understanding of the science in our experiment, enhance the
learning experience of the students in the schools we will
visit provide exposure of Fairfield University, the physics
department, and The Discovery Museum and Planetarium
to a wide audience, and publicize NASA and its programs,"
said Hermalyn.
"This is a unique opportunity that more often goes to
larger programs or Ivy League schools and will serve the
students and Fairfield as a whole as we continue on to the
future," Zaffetti added.
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FU Takes Another Step
Towards Female Presence
in Science
BY VICTORIA KLEJMONT

Math and science departments previously dominated
by male professors nationwide are now experiencing some
female influence.
Fairfield is participating in this trend with the hiring
of two new female chemistry professors: Jessica Davis and
Amanda Harper-Leatherman.
Davis, who received a Ph.D. from Yale University, said
she believes that hiring women for Fairfield's chemistry
department is a great step forward for the College of Arts
and Sciences. In doing so, she said, Fairfield is showing
female science majors a world of possibilities.
Harper-Leatherman agreed with Davis, adding that
she has encountered nothing but support from Fairfield
faculty and staff.
"If science interests you, then pursue it. There's nothing holding you back to pursue what you dream of," said
Harper-Leatherman, who received a doctorate from the
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
However, Matthew Kubasik, chair of the chemistry
department, said that Davis and Harper-Leatherman were
not hired on the basis of gender.
"At Fairfield we run nationwide, and indeed international, searches when the opportunity arises to bring new
talent to the faculty," Kubasik said. "Our new faculty in
chemistry are, simply put, the best teacher-scholars of those
that applied to Fairfield. There was no consideration of their
gender when hiring these two new faculty members."
Davis said that the majority of undergraduate students
in the biology and chemistry departments are female,
which shows that women can achieve significant gains in
the sciences.
Though sexism has long been considered a problem
in college math and science programs throughout history,
Harper-Leatherman said she has never encountered sexism
at Fairfield or while attending college - a sentiment shared
by female science majors.
"I don't think you experience sexism in this type of
school," said Kristen Visco '09, who lives on the math and
science floor of Gonzaga Hall. "As biology majors we hardly
have any guys in our major. I think that a small school like
this is geared towards women. At a bigger school you may
encounter more guys and maybe more sexism."
Davis, however, said that discrimination occurs in all
academic fields, not just the sciences.
"In any field you'll run into some type of discrimination," said Davis, who said she has not experienced sexism
at Fairfield. "It's a mental thing that has to do with the person
discriminating, not the career path."
Fairfield students agreed that sexism is not an issue
on campus and feel comfortable majoring in whatever
they desire.
"I was interested in science; I wanted to be a dentist. I
have never encountered sexism because of my major," said
Shannon Geln '09.
"I find that, as a nursing major, there really is no sexism," Anne Sawicki '09 said, citing that most nursing majors
are female students.
Harper-Leatherman, who completed her undergraduate studies at St. Olaf College in Minnesota, specializes in
analytical chemistry.
Davis is a medicinal chemist who will be working in
the biology and chemistry departments. She is also adjunct
professor at Quinnipiac University and teaches at the Yale
University summer session. She was an undergraduate at
Marist College.

Mirror File Photo
Get out your lab gear: The math and science floor in Gonzaga fosters the
growing amounts of women in these fields.
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HAM Channel's Fraioli Has an Uphill Battle to Fight
Daly is Sole
Candidate For VP
CONTINUED FROM P.

BY CHRISTINA STODDARD

The positions held by John Daly '08 already range from
student senator to DJ for WVOF; now he is looking to add
FUSA Vice President to that list.
Daly announced that he is teaming up with current FUSA
President Hutch Williams for this year's FUSA election race.
He is running unopposed for the vice presidency.
"I was pondering it and on the fence for a while over
whether I wanted to step it up," said Daly. "Now I'm really
excited about it since I love stepping it up and want to get
more involved."
Daly, a third-year FUSA senator, said his goal as vice
president would be "to get the word out there about the Senate." Daly said he would aim to make sure the student body
is aware of who their class senators
are, and that all students are welcome
to attend Senate meetings.
Besides assisting the elected
president, the FUSA Vice President
also acts as president of the Senate,
which Daly thinks he is prepared
for because of his experience in the
Senate.
DALY
Frank Fraioli '08, who is running against Williams for FUSA
president, does not have a running mate and Megan McConville '08, the current Vice President, chose not to run for
re-election, leaving Daly unopposed.
Daly's involvement in campus activities extends much
farther than student government. He is an executive producer
at the HAM Channel, where his productions include News 64,
a show focused on current events, and Power HAM, a show
featuring music videos.
He is also a DJ for the WVOF radio show "Rocking out
with Flash and The Captain" as well as a Eucharistic Minister
and an Alumni Mentor for the Loyola Ignation program.
Williams said he approached Daly about becoming running mates because he was looking for a "dedicated veteran
of FUSA, which exactly what John is."
"We get along and have a lot of the same goals," said Williams. "But we are still going to hash out more new ideas."
"No one is running against Daly because he is just that
good," added Williams.
Daly said the lack of competition for the VP position is
"both a blessing and a bummer."
He decided to run for the position before he knew it
would be uncontested and would have liked to have an opponent.
However, he said he still plans to campaign, adding that
an increase in voter turnout is one of his and Williams's goals
for the election.
Though Daly did not reveal any campaign plans, he and
Williams expressed enthusiasm about their campaign.
"We've got a lot of fun and surprises up our sleeves,"
he said.

1

set on something, he likes to get it done. You can't dis
that so you have to respect it."
But Williams did not concede any ground to his
challenger.
"I think students can see, get the vibe that I'm one*
of the hardest working men at Fairfield, and I continue to
do that day in and day out," he said. "My work ethic has
been the same since day one, and I believe that's what
separates me from my competition."
Fraioli, who is openly gay, is president of Alliance,
a group for GLBT students and straight allies.
He said that his sexual orientation could be a "minor
issue," but that it will not have any real relevance in the
election.
"I don't think it means all that much," said Fraioli,
who is also the president of the GLBT student group Alliance. "I expect it to come up but more important issues
are my experience and my ideas."
Fraioli said he believes the University is ready to have
a gay student running for FUSA president.
"I think we are past the point where certain people
can't because we're different," he said. "Every student has
something to offer Fairfield regardless of race, religion,
socio-economics, religion or sexual orientation."
Williams agreed that Fraioli's sexual orientation
should be a non-issue.

"In my opinion, I don't believe that Frank and his
sexual orientation has anything to do with the elections,"
said Williams. "I hope that the student body looks at the
issues and candidates' records and what goals they set
out."
Some students said they were pleased with the work
Williams has done as president, even though they were
unsure of his exact accomplishments.
"I can't think of anything specific he has done, but I
know he is looking out for the best of the school," Andy
Borello '08 said.
William Sonnemann '09 said he would not be opposed to Williams serving another term because Williams
has captured the personality of Fairfield.
"He's done a decent job," he said. "I would be fine
seeing Hutch and I'm sure he'd be fine doing another
term."
Elizabeth Bigos '08, however, said she was not
convinced that Williams has fulfilled the promises he
initially made.
"I know he takes his job really seriously," she said.
"He's done a great job promoting school spirit. But other
than that he hasn't lived up to expectations."
Fraioli said he wanted to stay away from running a
negative campaign.
"Hutch's role has mainly been as the face of FUSA,"
he said. "As a candidate, I want to focus more on my
positives rather than anyone else's negatives."

Student Group Joining in Fight Against Cancer
BY LINDSAY BARRS

According to recent data, the American Cancer Society
is combating cancer more effectively than ever before.
Megan Steel'08, founder and president of Fairfield's
student group Colleges Against Cancer, believes this has
resulted from not only the treatments provided by the
American Cancer Society (ACS), but college clubs that
spread the word about how ACS is working tirelessly to
improve the quality of cancer patients' lives.
"The American Cancer Society provides a multitude
of programs for cancer patients at no cost. Such programs
include Road To Recovery, a volunteer driving service for
cancer patients who cannot supply their own ride to their
treatments," said Steel.
In addition to a heightened level of advances in both
technology and medicine, ACS has witnessed an overwhelming amount of public awareness and contributions
from both individuals and groups across the country.
Nearly $900 million dollars was poured into divisions
such as cancer research, prevention, patient support and
treatment in 2005 alone. Major supporters included Abbott
Laboratories, IBM, MetLife, Neutrogena, Quest Diagnostics, Walgreens, and Wells Fargo.
In 2004, there were 3,014 fewer cancer-causing deaths
than there were in 2003. Additionally, ACS said the overall
survival rate has increased from 50 percent during the mid70s to 66 percent from 1996-2002.
ACS said that these numbers give patients more hope,

as the stigma attached to the word "cancer" begins to diminish.
"Cancer, generally, is becoming more of a chronic disease. This is due to an increased emphasis on prevention and
more effective drugs for treatment that have less toxic side
effects, combined with approaches that are less destructive
to tissue and surrounding organs, and long-term research
[that has resulted in] the most effective treatment protocols,"
said Phillip Greiner, associate professor of nursing and
director of the University Health Promotion Center.
Individuals involved in the women's health profession
have also seen a great deal of improvement due to factors
similar to those stated by Greiner.
"Women are more aware of the risks, are seeking early
screening, and being diagnosed earlier which relates to the
survival outcomes. Drugs and treatments are more carefully
targeting the cancers - both in chemotherapeutic agents
which directly target the cancer cells or radiological techniques that do the same thing," said Dr. Suzanne Campbell,
associate professor of nursing at Fairfield.
According to Steel, ACS is more determined than ever
to eliminate cancer from our society.
"The American Cancer Society labels a person a survivor the minute they are diagnosed with cancer, because
from that moment they are fighting for their lives," she
said. "Thankfully, due to the efforts of the ACS, hearing the
words 'You have cancer' is no longer a death sentence, but
a chance to show your strength and the strength of those
who support you."
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Campus Crime Beat

Drunken Students Found in Dorms,
McAuliffe Hall and the Woods
2:25 a.m. Two suspicious-looking underage male students
were found walking near the Quick Center under the influence.
One of the students had a nose injury and was brought to the
hospital. The other student stayed at the Health Center.

BY SHANNON KEITH

Thusday, Feb. 8
2:30 a.m. An underage male student was caught intoxicated. He was later sent in an ambulance to the hospital for
further evaluation.
8:30 p.m. A male student injured his arm, possibly
dislocating it. He was sent to St. Vincent's
Hospital by ambulance.

5:20 a.m. A male student was brought to St. Vincent's
Hospital due to intoxication. The student was of legal drink
ing age.

CamPUs

Friday, Feb. 9

^

1:10 p.m. A male student claimed he
was forced to swerve his car into a curb on
campus to avoid hitting another car backing
up. There were no damage or injuries.

2:00 a.m. An underage female was
found at the townhouses severely intoxicated and was taken to the Health Center.
She was later sent to the hospital.

3:00 p.m. A male student reported
another male student for damaged property
while he was visiting his girlfriend for the
weekend.

1:00 p.m. A female student in Campion Hall reported harassment against her
ex-boyfriend, who is a non-student. The
non-student was found and escorted off
campus.

10:15 p.m. An RA in Jogues Hall
reported a broken glass door. The possible
suspect was identified.

1:30 p.m. A chronic traffic offender was
towed from the Quick Center parking lot. The vehicle was not
registered on campus.
Saturday, Feb. 10

Sunday, Feb. 11
1:15 a.m. A male student was seen
walking into the woods outside of the Levee. When the student
did not come out, Public Safety went to look for him. He was
found lying on the ground and was taken to the Health Center
due to intoxication.
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BE A MIRROR ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE. The
Advertising Director of The Mirror is seeking
undergraduate students to grow and service the
Mirror's advertising clientele. Responsibilities
include site visits and phone correspondence
for ad sales. Work on your own schedule. Paid
position, commission of sales. Freshmen and
sophomores preferred. Contact Rob Fitzgerald,
Advertising Director at rob.fitz@gmail.com
PHOTOGRAPHERS WANTED. The Photography
Editors are looking for students interested in
taking pictures. Minimal experience required.
Contact one of the Photography Editors for more
information at mirrorphoto@gmail.com
WRITERS WANTED. Section editors are looking
for people to write on a weekly basis. E-mail
Assistant Managing Editor Christina Stoddard if
interested at stoddard.christina@gmail.com
JOBS
Winter / Spring Positions Available
Earn up to $150 per day
Exp not Required. Undercover shoppers needed
To Judge Retail and Dining Establishments
Call 800-722-4791

and independent. We will not need you 24/7 but
will pay you for your commitment. Needs to sleep
over or be available early mornings. Pay btw.
$150 and $250. Call Jodi 917-494-9455 or email
gojodi@aol.com. Begins May 15 - September
15th. Piece of cake job... Hurry!

PART-TIME BABYSITTER WANTED
Needed two nights a week, Tuesday 3.30pm till
9pm and Thursdays 3.30pm till 7pm
Call 203 227 0344, Paula
LOCAL KARATE SCHOOL SEEKING PART TIME
HELP
Req: Responsible, Physically Fit, Must Like Kids.
No Exp Nee. M-Th 2:45-6:30. Call for Interview.
(203)319-9989
RENTALS
HOUSE FOR RENT. 3 Bedroom house for rent
on Fairfield Beach Road. Spacious living area,
washer/dryer, large backyard. Showing for
Summer '07 and Fall '07.1300 sq ft. Excellent
Condition.
call Mark (917)733-8577

SPEND SPRING AND SUMMER WEEKENDS BY
THE BEACH

FAIRFIELD BEACH ROAD - Charming, fullyfurnished cottage available for Sept '07 to midMay '08. Ideal for 2-3 occupants. Bedroom +
spiral staircase to loft. Sliders to huge deck
w/dock directly on wide canal across street from
Long Island Sound and beach. Gas heat, woodburning stove, washer-dryer, track lights. $1,950
monthly. Close to end of road, not beginning.
Fairfield U students are currently renting this
cottage. Phone to see. 227-7097

Awesome Spring and Summer weekends in
Westport!!!! This babysiting job is for 2 boys 8
years and 4 years otd. Very laid back family (who
will be around) needs an extra pair of hands,
someone who drives and someone who is fun

PERENNIAL STUDENT RENTAL
Two houses on REEF ROAD and one house on
FFLD BEACH ROAD. 9 or 12 month lease. Call
917.574.8179 for further details.

WAITSTAFF
The Fairfield County Hunt Club is seeking
experienced waitstaff. Part time lunch and dinner
shifts available. Call 203-227-8445 x106
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Public Safety Busts "Drunk
Bus" to Bars in New Haven
BY JOE CARRETTA

With the closing of so many local
Fairfield bars, students are venturing further
into Connecticut. Underclassmen, in particular, have started renting buses to transport
them to and from R Bar in New Haven.
An incident during the week of Feb. 1,
however, may have put a kink in underclassmen's ability to get into this "18 to party, 21
to drink" bar.
Fairfield Police were the first authorities
to take action against the transportation system when an officer noticed a large group of
students gathered on Barlow Road outside of
Fairfield's entrance gate, according to Fairfield
Chief of Police David Peck.
"There were two full bus loads of students who were blocking traffic, most of
which were underage," Peck said.
The officer on the scene called in the
incident to the University's Department of
Public Safety.
"Our department is very aware of the
under-age drinking that takes place at the R
Bar," said Todd Pelazza, director of Public
Safety. "We are concerned not only with
the risk these students pose by standing in
the street but [also with] the idea of highly
intoxicated underage students being dropped
off outside the campus."
This method of transportation for students to and from R bar and has been a
constant on Thursdays from the beginning of

spring semester.
"The cops came and took everyone's
name and ID number but added that [we]
wouldn't get in trouble. They also told the
bus to leave, but it eventually came back and
brought everybody to the bar," said a freshman
who was on the bus that Thursday night.
The student wished to remain anonymous
for fear of being punished by the University.
Similar programs have been coordinated at other universities, including Sacred
Heart.
Peck said he does not agree with the
"drunk bus" concept.
"While there have been no ramifications
for any parties involved yet, we are working
with liquor control as well as looking into the
Chippy-0 bus company, which provides the
buses for the trip," he said.
Students, including Jennifer Smith '09,
are angered by University and local official's
goal to eliminate mass transportation to and
from bars.
"Students are going to drink no matter
what, but as long as they're not driving then
its OK," Smith said.
Whitney Anderson '09 recalled times
where she and her friends piled eight people
into a four-person car.
"The bus is definitely safer," she said.
"[The bus] eliminates the possibility of
kids driving drunk and provides a safe ride
for kids who want to go off campus," said
JenGolia'10.

Jon Ollwerther/ The Mirror

"R" you ready to party?: Students get bussed to and from "R Bar" in New Haven.
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Library Goes Digital
New Technology to Increase Resources
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

The Latin root for book is "lib," but
the English word "library" has grown to
mean so much more than a collection of
books.
Over the past six years, since its expansion, the DiMenna-Nyselius Library
has undergone a series of changes.
"We moved in March of 2001, doubling our space," said Joan Overfield,
director of library services. "The previous space was built for 300,000 volumes,
while the new space can hold 450,000."
This overflow of volumes comes at a
time when libraries are becoming increasingly digitalized.
"Recent technology upgrades to
the library include the installation of 30
new computers in the instruction lab, the
implementation of the digital collections
project, which provides online access to
special collections, and upgrades to the
online document service delivery system,"
said Christine Siegel, chairwoman of the
Faculty Library Committee and professor
in the Graduate School of Education and
Allied Professions.
"I expect this trend toward increased
use of technology to continue with the
adoption of more online journal subscriptions," Siegel added.
In addition, the library has doubled its
e-subscriptions over the past five years.
"These technological upgrades clearly
benefit the faculty as they provide support
for both our teaching and research," said
Siegel.
One of the groups leading this effort
of library digitization is Google.com. In
December 2004, Google announced its
plan to digitally scan books in the libraries
of Harvard, Stanford, University of Michigan and the University of Oxford, as well
as the New York Public Library.
"Even before we started Google, we
dreamed of making the incredible breadth
of information that librarians so lovingly
organize searchable online," said Larry
Paige, Google founder and president of
Roducts, in a press release.
Paige said he hoped that "every
Google user can search [hard copy books]

Mirror File Photo

Upgrade: Library will use new technology.
instantly."
In reference to a poll conducted by
students at the end of last spring semester,
Overfield said, "Students want e-resources, the ability to find information online
and modern equipment."
The library has tried to keep up with
the sweeping amounts of technological
upgrades, while still maintaining its footing in the classics.
This year alone it has hosted everything from a Madden tournament to a visit
from the Vatican's Cardinal Martino.
Starting last November the library
added a new member to the staff, "fairfieldulib," the library's America Online
screen name that answers questions via
instant messages.
"Like every new service it takes time
to start up," said Overfield.
Overfield is confident that once students begin using the instant message help,
the service will gain in popularity.
Although the library has gone digital,
it has continued to increase the number of
paper volumes put into circulation each
year.
"We have peer data from other Jesuit
schools and aspirant schools, that we look
at," Overfield said, explaining the importance of development in a competitive
manner.
"We submit a report to the University
saying this is where we are, this is where
we would like to be," she said.
Overfield stressed the importance of
the library facilities in augmenting the
reputation of the University.
"When people talk about great academic universities, the library is one of
the most important factors."

Other Schools Have Met Same Problems as Spam Jam, But Still Manage to Party
thousands of party-goers from all over the region.
While much of their partying takes place in off- campus apartments, a party at x-lot, an on-campus parking
celebration, one that The Daily Campus, the university's lot, was very popular.
However, UConn has made an effort in the past few
student newspaper, referred to as "the most hyped up
years to tame the weekend's events, which have often
weekend at UConn and maybe even the entire state."
The event features multiple big-name concert per- resulted in arrests and property damage, according to
formances in addition to parties that annually attract statistics published by The Daily Campus.
The school
increased police
presence and required attendees
to obtain bracelets
to minimize the
number of uninvited guests.
However,
students still
managed to party
hard.
"The school,
of course, doesn't
condone the
drinking here, but
they know what's
going on; so if
Mirror File Photo
an RA catches
We're Spam Jammin1: Students gathering on the lawn outside the townhouse complexes. This
you with booze,
year, IRHA decided to combine Spam Jam and May Day into one event.
they're supposed
CONTINUED FROM P.
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to write you up," said UConn junior Zach Molinaro '08.
"The cops have been great, though. They understand the
magnitude of the weekend and really don't give you a
hard time unless you deserve it."
Other students, though, are more wary of the increased regulation of this cherished annual event.
"The cops were drastically more strict than in previous years, and I imagine that this year they will be even
more strict," said UConn junior Tyler Raffauf '08.
Nearby Sacred Heart has also undergone some
changes in regard to their spring events.
All of the school's Greek life events that had formerly spanned the entire semester now all take place in
one Spring Week celebration, according to Sacred Heart
junior Matt Tarro.
Most of the events also extend their invitations to
the entire school population now, rather than exclusively
fraternity and sorority members.
Overall, the trend has been for change over tradition.
But students said they are still able to enjoy these spring
festivities.
"In general it seems that a lot of schools are getting
stricter, which is not great, but at least we're not the only
ones, and some of the changes are probably needed," said
Fairfield student Rob Zwillich '08.
"Well as students get rowdier, schools need to stay
on top of things," said Mallory Reimers '09. "It's too bad
it has come to losing tradition though."
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For Blacks in College Sports, Still Obstacles to Overcome
CONTINUED FROM P.
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be the case."
Cooley said he feels lucky to
not have ever experienced racism
when looking to move forward in
the coaching business.
"I think we are very fortunate
to be past that era, being 37 years
old and being one of the younger
coaches in the country, you feel
like there are other pioneers who
have gone through that," he said.
Tim Fuller, one of two black
COOLEY
assistants on Cooley's staff, said he
believes that the success of coaches
like Cooley will help others get the opportunity to become
head coaches.
"It begins with the Ed Cooleys of the world being
successful and paving the way for those that come behind
him," Fuller said. "Everyone had their prototypical college basketball coach — the Bobby Knight, the Lute Olsen
— but there is a new mold."
There are more black coaches in men's basketball
than any other Division I sport, both in actual numbers
and percentages. And the numbers for both men's and
women's basketball compare favorably to the numbers
for football.
Only six out of a possible 119 head coaches in Division I-A football are black. The numbers remain low for
the two top assistant coaching positions — offensive and
defensive coordinator — with only 31 African-American
coordinators out of 242. In Division 1-A, 49 percent of
the players are black.

They've Come a Long Way
In 1966 Texas Western became the first team to win
a national championship in college basketball with an
all black starting lineup. At that time, it was rare for
black athletes to get the same opportunities as their white
counterparts, both in terms of playing time and athletic
scholarships.
Now though, black athletes are no longer held back
from a chance at a scholarship because of race.

Sports in college are viewed as a good way for many
black teenagers to get an opportunity to go to college.
Cooley, who played college basketball at Stonehill
College in Massachusetts, may not have had the chance
to go to college if not for a basketball scholarship. Cooley
grew up in a poor neighborhood in Providence, R.I., and
while he had the grades to get into college, his financial
situation would not have allowed him to.
"If it wasn't for a scholarship, I probably don't go to
college," he said. "I think college sports definitely provide
the less fortunate with a skill and ... the opportunity to
go to college. As an African- American coach, I'm very
pleased that universities afford these scholarships."
But, Cooley said, "the NCAA is also awarded millions of dollars when they sign these TV deals, and it is
really a catch 22, because the schools that are on TV all
the time are compensated for the money they spend on
scholarships."

Not Enough Black Faces in High Places
While African-Americans are now given equal opportunities to excel as players and have made inroads in
coaching, the progress has been largely absent higher up
on the athletic department chain of command.
Out of 334 Division I programs, only 14 have black
athletic directors, one of whom is Craig Littlepage at the
University of Virginia.
'"I'm pleased to have the opportunity. There are dozens of extremely qualified minorities and women who can
do the same job," Littlepage said. "I am in the right place
at the right time and have been able to ascend to a high
position. I am proud to have the opportunity and excited
about our department moving forward to a level of access
that is admired by others."
Littlepage said he believes that as he and other black
athletic directors prove that they have the ability to run their
athletic departments, more blacks will have the chance to
get those jobs.
He said that the most important thing that must be
accomplished in college sports is making sure that there
are more minorities making key decisions that impact the
entire athletic program.
"A lot of people focus on interviewing a certain num-

ber of minority candidates, but that is just a small part,"
Littlepage said. "The ideal situation would be that diverse
individuals are part of the search and selection process."

"So You Want to be a Coach?"
Fairfield women's basketball Head Coach Dianne
Nolan said she thinks diversity in college sports is heading
in the right direction.
"I think [the NCAA and colleges] are really putting
effort into expanding positions for minority candidates,"
she said.
Nolan is the treasurer of the Women's Basketball
Coaches Association, which provides opportunities for
minority coaching candidates.
"The WBCA has a program called 'So You Want To
Be A Coach' which lets graduating seniors go to the Final
Four in Atlanta, focusing on minorities, and giving them
internships," she said. "It's really a concentrated effort."
Tori Harrison, the head women's basketball coach at
Rider University and one of 33 back coaches of women's
basketball, said she was not sure how quickly things were
improving.
"I don't know if it's improved," she said. "But, it has
gotten a little bit better."
Harrison said she thinks it was hard for black coaching
candidates to land jobs.
"Most are given bottom of the barrel jobs," said Harrison. "Jobs that need to be improved, that had bad winloss records. Not the high-profile jobs."

Still a Ways to Go
Black coaches and players have increased in number
over the years, but there is still a long way to go.
The opportunities are increasing, but are still hard to
come for some.
"To have a perfect situation, there is always someone
who feels slighted," Cooley said. "You take advantage of
opportunities when they are presented. "How you handle
those either opens doors for others or shuts doors."
For more o/The Mirror's Black History Month series,
go to www.fairfieldmirror.com and click on "Black History
Month."
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THURSDAY NIGHT

3170 Fairfield Ave, in Historic Black Rock, Bridgeport, CT 06605 Tel (203) 335-8228
Located in the Black Rock Restaurant & Entertainment District • Visit our web: www.tacoloco.com

Daily Specials!
Show your college ID and get 10% Off your Food Bill!

Tuesday's 1/2 PRICE SAUZA MARGARITAS!
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ALL DAY TUESDAY! Try our NEW Pomegranate, Lime,
Strawberry, Peach, Mango, Banana, and Passion Fruit
Margaritas! Also Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!

Wednesday's! ALL DAY! Corona Madness!
$2.25 Corona Beers, Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!
At your local
SUBWAY restaurant:
1996 Post Road
Fairfield, CT 06824
203-254-0321

Get a regular footlong sub FREE when you buy one
of equal or greater price and two 21 oz. drinks.
*Add $1.00 for premium subs.

Chicken, Chorizo, Shrimp, Vegetable or Cheese and a XX on
tap beer for only $9.95/pp & Happy Hour 3-6:30-pm!
Friday's! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour 3-6:30 pm!
Coronas $2.25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts.
Classified: Taco Loco Restaurant seeking Bartender, Wait staff and Hosts.
Flexible schedules and hours are available. Apply at Taco Loco, 3170 Fairfield Avenue in the Black Rock and Entertainment District. 203-335-8228

SUBWAYeat

Thursday S! Our famous Quesadillas... choose among
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Fairfield University Students only.
Must present valid student ID for offer.
i. Not good with any other otter.
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Hoop Dreams
A month ago, as students returned to campus from semester break, the most frequently asked question among Fairfield
basketball fans was whether or not first year Head Coach Ed
Cooley's team would finish with the worst record in school
history.
Now, what then seemed unthinkable is becoming more and
more reasonable with each passing game: the Stags, who entering Wednesday's game against Siena had won eight of their
last nine games, have as good a chance as any team of winning
the MAAC tournament, which begins March 2 at the Arena at
Habor Yard.
A tournament title would put the Stags in the NCAA tournament for the first time since the 1996-97 season.
Even if the team falls short in the end, it deserves credit,
and so does its coach. With last Sunday's win over Loyola,
Cooley became only the second coach in school history to win
at least 50 percent of his MAAC games in his first year as Head
Coach.
Here's to this team taking it a step further, and becoming
the first group in a decade to put the word "Fairfield" on NCAA
tournament brackets throughout the country.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority of The Mirror editorial board.
What is your opinion? Write to us: mirrormanagement@gmail.com

THE FAIRFIELD MIRROR
The Mirror welcomes the opinions
and contributions of its readers:
Letters to the editor must be timely and submitted by disk,
e-mailed to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
or submitted through our website: www.fairfieldmirror.com.
Once received, all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Please keep letters to under 350 words.
Include a daytime phone number at which the author can be reached.

The Mirror is in room 104 of Barone Campus Center

www.fairfieldmirror.com

Missed Opportunities from StagWeb
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

I:

"still get e-mails from a club I
have never been to, all because I
.wanted a piece of Italian hero at
the activities fair. Those are probably the only e-mails
John Daly '08 announced his candidacy last week for FUSA that I have no problem deleting because even though I
won't be going to the meeting, they made a damn fine
Vice President as the running mate of current FUSA President
sandwich.
Hutch Williams '08, who is up for re-election.
But that's not even the junk mail. You would think
Daly is highly competent, personable, and by all indications for the amount of money this school costs, they would
a fine candidate. But Daly, like all candidates, should have to
have a decent e-mail system.
put his record on the line this election season —something he
If you're interested or not, Fairfield's automated
will not have to do because he is running unopposed.
mailing system harasses you with so many messages,
This is the first time since the position was created in its
you don't even know what's important anymore.
What purpose do I have for FYE events as a sophocurrent form in 2005 that there has not been no competition for
more,
the debate team or Alpha Mu this, that and the
the seat, and the first time since 2002 that any candidate on the
other
thing?
How many honor societies could a person
ballot for a top FUSA position has been unopposed.
possibly
want
to belong to?
The lack of competition is deeply troubling, especially conThen teachers wonder why your e-mail box is full
sidering the increasingly important role the FUSA Vice Presiwhen all they have to remember is the minimum of 10
dent plays in shaping the organization's agenda.
campus-wide e-mails sent everyday. If your StagWeb
It is troubling that no students were motivated enough to
account went unchecked even for a couple days, you're
enter the race, and that all indications point to a number of unbetter off just deleting everything and saving yourself
fortunate factors that turned away potential candidates.
what will eventually be a waste of time. They'll probOne factor may be the lack of influence FUSA has historiably send you the same uninteresting announcements
tomorrow anyway.
cally had —something that was made more obvious last week
At first glance, StagWeb looks like a pretty decent
when FUSA's opposition to the University's proposal to change
site.
It certainly offers plenty of services, whether it is
the format of Spring Weekend was muted.
links to financial aid, the weather or even FUSA. But
Another factor may be the perceived unhappiness of curwhat good is that when all I want to do is check my erent FUSA Vice President Megan McConville '08, who many
mail and can't because there is a display error.
students feel opted not to run for re-election because of the large
Then there are those times when you're positive that
burden of work she carried, and the relatively small amount of
you attached that file before you sent that e-mail. Then,
credit she received, while working with Williams this year.
to your distress, it never attached. Surprise, surprise.
It is our hope that Daly's three years of experience as a
How many times are they going to ask me to change
my password; seriously, who really wants to go onto
FUSA senator and involvement in several other organizations
my StagWeb account? Hackers? Good for them if they
will enable him to successfully shape his role into one that
sparks the ardent interest of future candidates.

Competition, Please
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have the time; I doubt it though. Computer and Network
Services should worry more about the absurd amount
of time it takes them to fix a computer than a student's
password. Everyone knows that you just alternate
between two anyway. It's about as inconvenient as a
parking ticket at Fairfield.
Maybe the school can justify sending out so many
e-mails because Fairfield.edu is about as handy as a
plumber without his tool belt. The News/Press Room,
until recently, seemed more like a monthly publication
than a revolving news generator. It didn't even contain
a comment about the death of Thomas J. Walsh Jr. The
Walsh Athletic Center is named after him and he doesn't
even get a press release?
The saddest part about the e-mails is that while
the school is force feeding you babysitting jobs and 15
other opportunities to get involved in around campus,
public figures are coming to the school and auditoriums
are half empty.
The Quick Center is a perfect example. Not that
the place is bad, but I equate it to detention. You only
go there when it is required of you, but unless your
teacher told you that Tim Russert, Mira Nair or even
Chick Corea was speaking, you would have had no idea.
I'm not saying that you would have attended anyway
because — let's not kid ourselves — this is Fairfield;
but there are so many unrealized opportunities out there
that some students would potentially take advantage of
if given the chance.
I'm not a high-tech guy, nor do I ever intend to
be one. Regardless though, it does not take a Fairfield
student to realize how baffling our e-mail system is.
Sure, I could look at a variety of other school's e-mail
services but I wouldn't want to take a thing away from
how bad ours actually is. So instead, I'm going to submit
my Fall 2006 research paper for a prize because that is
a quality personal announcement that I personally am
quite interested in.

A Woman Walks into a Comedy Club...
Female Comedians Stand Up to Criticism
BY SARA QUIGLEY

We've all laughed along as comedians such
as Dane Cook and Dave Chappelle crack
raunchy, racist jokes and we all get a
kick out of stereotypes and sexual experiences gone
awry.
But what if they are being told by a woman?
There have obviously been numerous funny women
whom America has laughed at or with, over the years.
Just look at the lineup of the women from "Saturday
Night Live:" Tina Fey, Amy Poehler and Maya Rudolph,
to name just a few present cast members.
"Saturday Night Live" provides a platform of sketch
comedy for these women to perform. However, are
viewers willing to accept comedic women if they told
the same types of jokes as male comedians?
Female comedian Sarah Silverman thinks so, as she
proved on the debut of her show, "The Sarah Silverman
Program."
Looking beyond the fact that her show has not
exactly been welcomed with open arms as reflected in
many reviews, the show has established a milestone for
female comedians.
The New York Times has compared Silverman to
Larry David of "Curb Your Enthusiasm" because they
share a "similar jolt of the politically incorrect."
So why are viewers laughing along with David and
criticizing Silverman?
The answer, according to a number of people in the
entertainment business, is that society just isn't willing
to accept this type of humor from a female.
"Comedy is about aggression and confrontation
and power. As a culture we just don't allow women to
do all that stuff," stand-up comic Drew Carey said in an
article from The Christian Science Monitor.
"It's just a man's world, comedy is full of preju-

dices, whether we like it or not, it's true," said comic
Paul Rodriguez in the same article.
It is not as if female comedians are using their acts
to compete for a beauty pageant title or anything. Sarah
Silverman, especially, would be a doubtful candidate for
Miss Congeniality.
Maybe looks and raunchy jokes don't mix well with
certain people, but female comedians are not necessarily
asking to be looked at in a physical manner, just professionally in recognition of their talent.
Don't get me wrong, I'm not a Sarah Silverman
spokesperson or anything. I am speaking of the general
population of women in the comedy industry.
There are the original old-timers such as Lucille
Ball, whom no one can deny their talent. Ball, however, would have never dreamed of using the language
or subjects used in the business today, but things were
different then.
Maybe Silverman is just trying to break through
certain stereotypes she feels are taboo these days.
While recent reviews of her show may knock her performance, it is possible other females will follow in her
footsteps.
"I don't think anything is off limits, if it's funny
enough," Silverman said in The Christian Science Monitor. "If it's more funny than offensive to us, then it's fine,
no matter what it is."
Other female comedians know what it's like to be
criticized as well. Kathy Griffin has turned her downward-spiraling career into the subject of her show "Kathy
Griffin: My Life on the D-List," which debuted on Bravo
in 2005. The second season was nominated for an Emmy
Award, so apparently someone out there is not only
watching it, but enjoying Griffin's comedy as well.
It seems that not much has changed in recent times
when it comes to accepting female comedians. Love
them or hate them, they are breaking through to new
territory one raunchy, racist joke at a time.
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Unique Candidates Could Bring a "First" to
the White House
BELTWAY BANTER
CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

In 1928, New York Governor Al Smith
might have been elected President except for one issue: he was Catholic.
Smith, the Democratic nominee for
president against Republican Herbert
Hoover, was deemed unacceptable by
many in part because he wasn't a white,
male Protestant.
Thirty-two years later, John F. Kennedy overcame the same prejudice and
became the first non-Protestant President,
and 40 years later, Joe Lieberman became
the first Jew to appear on a major party's
ticket — and won the popular vote.
A step back was taken in 2004 when
the Democratic primary played host to
John Kerry, John Edwards and Howard
Dean all of whom would blend nicely into
a police line up of former U.S. Presidents.

Since 2008's Presidential candidates include a number of barrier breakers, we
are gearing up for a very historic election;
one which Smith and Kennedy would have
never imagined.
But if there is any doubt remaining
that the American electorate is not progressive enough to elect someone who is
either non-white, non-Protestant or nonmale, that doubt may very well be erased
in 2008.
Whether the winning candidate of
2008 will be the first wqpian in Hillary
Clinton, the first black man in Barack
Obama, the first Italian in Rudy Giuliani,
the first Mormon in Mitt Romney or the
first Hispanic in Bill Richardson, is yet
to be determined; but the odds are pretty
good.
In a FOX News poll, Clinton lead
the field of possible candidates with 43
percent; Obama finished second with
15 percent. That means, at this point, 58
percent surveyed will either elect the first
woman or first black man to be the parties
nominee in 2008.

On the Republican side of that poll,
Giuliani led McCain, 34 percent to 22
percent. These numbers combined with an
electorate ready for change, sets up a first
of some kind in the next 23 months.
This is not 1928, this is 2008. Eighty
years after Smith's setback, voters are not
as naive as they were during a period that
saw through the Great Depression.
A tremendous amount of enthusiasm
will be invested into our government; enthusiasm that has been eroded by years of
corruption, personal agendas and political
setbacks. Enthusiasm that was promising
during the Kennedy era, and enthusiasm
that came back last month when Nancy
Pelosi became the first female Speaker of
the House of Representatives.
Over the next two years, a lot of noise
will be made about these candidates'
oddities.
But my question is, how much will be
made about their uniqueness? We should
brace ourselves with a smile as the Oval
Office may change dramatically on Jan.
20, 2009.

Potential Presidential Firsts

'irst Italian-American First African-American
Guliani
Obama

rirst Hispanic

Richardson

irst Woman
Clinton

r-irst Morman
Romney

Words
from the
Web
www.fairfieldmirror.com
"As a former member of
FUSA's Student Court, I have
to agree. I often felt like a
puppet. Even when our decisions were not meddled with
(although in some ways they
always were because our decisions had to fall within University approved guidelines),
just knowing that the administration had the final say in the
outcome each and every time
made the whole thing feel like
a sham. Students need to start
asking who is the man behind
the curtain, because there certainly is a curtain"
—former FUSA member in
response to "What's is the
Point of Having FUSA"
(2/8/07)

Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

A change would do you good: 2008 could bring more changes to the White House

HPV Vaccine GARDASIL is the Answer
BY VICTORIA KLEJMONT
Mandatory vaccines for the Human
Papillomavirus (HPV) for young
girls would help save some of
the 13,000 women each year who contract
forms of the disease and develop cervical
cancer.
Pharmaceutical company Merck &
Co., recently lobbied to make their GARDASIL vaccine mandatory for middle
school-aged girls. The vaccine, approved
by the Food and Drug Administration on
June 8, would help to prevent cervical
cancer in women. GARDASIL is safe for
women ages nine to 26 and protects against
four types of HPV, which cause cervical
cancer. GARDASIL is given to patients in
a series of three shots over the course of
six months.
The legislation waiting to be passed
would require all young girls, possibly as
early as the sixth-grade, to receive the vaccine. Parents and guardians can "opt out"
of the requirement, but the bill does not
discuss under what conditions this would
be made possible. Although accusations
have been made that Merck is advocating
the state laws in order to boost the sales
of its vaccine, GARDASIL basically sells
itself.
Texas governor Rick Perry announced
that he is bypassing the legislature completely and mandating the GARDASIL
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vaccine for all middle school girls, making Texas the first state to embrace the
benefits of the vaccine. By doing so, he
has preempted controversy from parents
concerned with the message GARDASIL
sends to their daughters. Perry has set the
best example for other states worried about
opposition to GARDASIL. Others should
be quick to follow in Perry's footsteps.
At Fairfield, GARDASIL is available
at the Health Center for those who choose
to receive the vaccine. The vaccine is given
in a series of three injections over a period
of six months.
GARDASIL is a great opportunity for
young girls to protect themselves against
cervical cancer. By vaccinating girls at a
young age, GARDASIL will keep them
worry-free about contracting HPV when
they do become sexually active. The vaccine was added to the U.S. Center for Disease Control's list of Vaccines for Children
on Nov. 1 and is extremely beneficial to
girls worldwide.
It is the smart choice for any parent to
make for a child and if it became a state
law it would make the youth of America
that much healthier and safer.
Approximately 20 million people in
the U. S. alone contracted the types of HPV
which cause cervical cancer. Although not
all forms of HPV lead to cervical cancer,
many can lead to genital warts, a condition
that affects one million people each year.

Whether or not these girls choose to
become sexually active is a choice to be
made in the future, but either way they will
be safe from HPV if they are vaccinated.
Passing legislation to make vaccinations required will ensure the protection of
young girls before they decide to become
sexually active.
Parents should not be worried that it
will encourage their daughters to become
sexually active; the possibility of contracting an STD does not even need to be
discussed. Simply explaining that GARDASIL protects against cervical cancer is
enough of a reason to convince any young
woman to get it.
Approved in more than 30 countries
worldwide, GARDASIL is the best way to
prevent cervical cancer. If given at an early
age, the GARDASIL recipient will never
be able to contract the strain of HPV that
causes 70 percent of cervical cancer cases
and 90 percent of genital warts cases. The
vaccine has no serious side effects and
most insurance companies cover the shot's
costs. The possible side effects may include
redness, soreness and irritation where the
shot was given.
GARDASIL is the answer to the
prevention of cervical cancer in all young
women. There is no reason not to get the
vaccine and passing legislation is the best
way to ensure that the majority of young,
American women are safe.

"I guess you kids have to wait
until buying your own places
to finish the basements. Then,
send Fairfield $1 during the
Annual Fund drive and put
TH156on the check. If you
want get back at FU, hit them
in the pocketbook when the
time comes."
-1985 Graduate in response
to "Students Upset Over
Locking of Townhouse Basements" (2/8/07)
"Because the managers have
nothing better to do? Isn't part
of their jobs to inspect houses
and go on rounds? I don't think
they're just walking around
on their free time writing
you up because you were too
stupid to cover your windows
like everyone else in the townhouses. "-John Q. Student in
response to "Students Upset
Over Locking of Townhouse
Basements" (2/8/07)

Editor: Sean Corbett
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An Exclusive Interview with Menomena
The Latest American Indie Phenomena
As recently as three years ago, the members of Menomena were hand-making
their albums' packaging in their homes to
distribute across the world. Only a select few knew how
insanely promising their sound was.
Now, they're getting ready to tour the country, they're
selling out shows and they, without a doubt, have this year's
best album art. Their album sounds like 10 people are in
the band, but there's only three. They write their songs
independent of each other and then come together later to
record them and learn how to play them. While these days
it seems like success only comes to those who sound like
everyone else, Menomena is a true phenomena.
J

r
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Rub a dub dub, trippy indie rock in the tub: (L to R) Brent Knopf, Danny Seim and Justin Harris are the
The Mirror had a candid phone conversation with Brent Knopf Portland, Oreg. based Menomena. Once relying on word of mouth, the band is now getting some serious
(guitar/keys/glockenspiel) about the size of the band, a do-it-yourself acclaim across the country from respected small-time indie music blogs and the big-time industry critics,
approach to album making and their upcoming tour.

The Mirror: You're a small band of three close friends. What are the benefits of
being that small?
Brent Knopf: (Laughter) I was thinking you were heading in the Broken Social Scene or
Polyphonic Spree direction. But yeah, I guess it's the only way it can be. We have such strong
personalities, and I guess that once you start getting more and more people - you know, already
there are too many chefs in the kitchen. I guess that's one benefit, if you add any more people
like us to the band, it'd turn into some sort of South Korean parliamentary first fight.
TM: Do you plan to incorporate your art background into making music videos?
BK: I had planned on that, I actually spent a month or two doing that. I was going to do
a video for "Strongest Man in the World." And then I had a very bad summer. Just ran out of
money, gosh, last year was just really rough. And then we headed out on the tour and I had to
pack it all - you know, we were ready to shoot and I had to just pack it all away. It's all in my
basement- all these sets and storyboards and characters, and everything was all set to go. But
now yeah, I'm actually thinking of resuscitating it to try to incorporate it into a music video.
TM: I was going to save this for the end. But let's talk about the album art. Were
you guys involved in the idea process at all?
BK: You're right it IS awesome. And I can say that, because I didn't do it. We came up
with a concept, and some questions and some themes that we wanted to explore. And we approached our friend Craig Thompson and said 'Hey, is this something that would interest you,
would you like to potentially design the artwork for our album?'
Phhhew. Holy Cow. I mean, I thought he might spend a couple days on it. He spent so
much time on it. I mean, I don't know if they were eight-hour days, but I know that he was
working on it steadily for probably a couple months.
TM: It must be so strange to get this critical acclaim for the music itself, and then
also the package itself. Especially in the digital age. People don't want to rip this CD,
they want it in their hands.
BK: Well, we just want our music to spread. We want people to have an experience that
they don't regret having. Something that's meaningful in a good way. And so, we try to take a
wide-eyed look at that experience, and realize that the packaging is an important component
in that experience. And so if we are going to make a physical CD and try to sell it in stores,
that's an opportunity to do a piece of work.
TM: Back to live shows. You have a very thick sound on the album. It's like a mellow
Mars Volta or a Pink Floyd with more lyrics and less guitar. How do you replicate that
style on stage? Or do you try to?
BK: Yeah, we try. I don't know, we play what we can and we try to stay true to the song
the best we can. But, you know, it's always a challenge to translate the song from the record
to the song live.
We're a very peculiar band, in that, until the record's done we don't actually play the song
together. Everything is sort of done in isolation. We're not actually playing with each other
at any point during the recording. And so it's kind of a strange process to finish an album and
then be like, 'Oh crap! We have to learn the songs!' We have to make all these decision about
what to play when and if we have to trim away instruments, what instruments, what parts,
what layers to trim away. So yeah, it can be a challenge.
TM: And this is a perfect topic, right? Because you've got a big tour coming up.

Inside: Some of 2007's highest anticipated albums.
Bloc Party and Fall Out Boy miss the boat, but The Good,
The Bad and The Queen rises to the top, and pop king Justin
Timberlake oozes sex at the Garden.
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BK: Yeah it's going to last
slightly over a month. It's going to
be a big figure-eight across the country. This will be an intense experience. There are a couple drive-days,
where we drive for eight or 10 hours.
I don't know if that counts as a day
off or not. But yeah, we're pretty
much playing a show a night, for
about a month. I'm really looking
forward to it. Hopefully the band
holds up.
TM: You recently started with
the record label Barsuk. Tell me
some big decisions you guys had
to make. Clearly it was a good
decision to go to a larger scale,
right?
BK: Well, I don't subscribe towwwwwwwwwwwwww
the idea that bigger is always better. However, Barsuk has been a uniquely wonderful - well,
I don't know about unique, because it was really good working with FILMguerrero, the small
Portland label, as well. So, I guess working with Barsuk has been an entirely positive experience for us. And I think that's more due to who they are as human beings. They don't blow
smoke, as far as I can tell. They do have great taste in - well, I mean, I was going to say they
have great taste in music but that might sound weird.
TM: What do you think about pop music these days?
BK: I don't see any reason why something can't be both popular and very meaningful
and very fantastic and wonderful in people's lives.
I don't know, though. I don't know where we're headed. I think everything's getting
distilled and getting more homogenous with the whole conglomerate, the whole consolidation
of media companies. And at the same time it's getting more disparate and it's getting more
specialized with the proliferation of internet radio and blog sites, so it's a really complicated
time we're living in. And to try to describe music in any sort of general term, I think you're
just doomed to inadequately describing what's really going on.
TM: With more distribution through Barsuk and going to a bigger scale with your
influential reach, more notoriety, do you guys ever think about what that means?
BK: One thing I think Menomena lacks, and Danny and Justin may kill me for saying this,
and I adore their voices, there's a little bit of the record label CEO in me that recognizes that
there isn't a Bono or a Sarah McLachlan or a Bonnie Raitt or a really distinctive voice, that can
carry it, that can be THAT voice. And I think they have fantastic voices, but I sometimes think
we will never become that popular because we don't have a great formulaic sound like that.
TM: What do you think about the popularity of a band like Modest Mouse, though.
They're seriously good, and yet, the singer for that band has a very serious lisp.
BK: Actually, Modest Mouse is very popular, aren't they? That's a good question. I mean
actually, I really appreciate you revealing this question to me, and wondering about it so openly.
Some people just shed themselves behind a smoke screen of, 'Oh I know everything, I know
all the answers,' but that's a big question you're asking.
And I wonder, how would you make the distinction between an artist that is doing good
work, and an artist who has lost sight of what they should be doing? Like, what is an artist to
do, what is the artist's responsibility? - SEAN CORBETT
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Visit www.fairfieldmirror.com for the full interview
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Bloc Party Tries, but Fails,
f
to Top Silent Alarm'
BY KEVIN SCHNEIDER

Bloc Party emerged in 2005 with their debut
"Silent Alarm", which NME magazine named album
of the year. The freshman album went platinum and
peaked at #3 on the UK charts.
However in the United States, Bloc Party
emerged into the public through FIFA '06, Project
Gotham Racing 3 and other various video game
soundtracks.
The band's second and latest album, "A Weekend
In The City," expands the band's sound but fails to live
up to their first album, but for those not interested in
the American pop punk dominated by the likes of Fall
Out Boy and Panic! At the Disco, and are looking for
some refreshing music, this album is perfect.
The album begins with "Song for Clay (Disappear Here)," with a lullaby sounding guitar and lead
singer Kele Okereke singing, "I am trying / To be
heroic / In an age of modernity." His attempt at a
falsetto is, well, awkward.
Static soon reigns through the speakers and the
rest of the band comes in as the song transitions from
lullaby to rock and roll. The build between the two
styjes in the songs is too short, so when the rock part
comes in it isn't nearly as intense as it should be.
The next track, "Hunting for Witches," is a solid
rock track. It's dripping with all that makes Bloc
Party cool: peculiar song writing loaded with catchy
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hooks and the power of Okereke's ridiculously thick
British accent.
The main problem with "A Weekend in the City"
is also what makes it great. Bloc Party loads their
songs with hooks, and usually, if the first don't get
you, you have little to no chance of catching on.
Lyrically, Okereke focuses on issues within
himself. On "Where Is Home," Okereke chants, "The
teeth of this world tear me in half / And everyday I
must ask myself / Where where where / Where is it? /
Where is home?" A sense of confusion and loss cloud
most of the lyrics.
Similar lyrical themes continue on "Uniform",
where Okereke sings, '"Cause I was brave, intelligent;
I could have been a hero / No-one can be trusted under
the age of fourteen / My joy and pain is relative / I've
gotten so good at lying to myself."
The album's strongest track "Kreuzberg" starts
with a gentle electric guitar riff and a steady drum
that is coupled with a quiet vocal to make the song
nothing less then entrancing. The song explores once
again the lyrical theme of confusion, but this time
focuses on coming to the realization of confusion and
the need to conquer it.
While the album has its fair share of solid tracks,
the overall conclusion is that it is not nearly as ground
breaking as "Silent Alarm."
However, it proves Bloc Party has plenty of talent, and the genius that was found on "Silent Alarm"
wasn't a fluke.

The Good, The B;
BY LILY NORTON

"The one thing I never want to be guilty of is repeating myself,"
said Damon Albam, the lead singer of The Good, The Bad & The
Queen, in a video on the band's Web site. Well, congratulations, Mr..
Albam. You have succeeded.
The Good, The Bad & the Queen Albarn's (previously in Blur)
new project, has released their first album. The band is composed of
Albam, Paul Simonon (ex-bass player of The Clash), Simon Tong
(former guitarist of the Verve) and Fela Kuti's drummer Tony Allen.
Albarn has even incorporated Danger Mouse, one half of Gnarles
Barkley, in the production.
On would suspect the band's inevitable success based on the
line-up alone, but their music enforces the fact that these guys are
basically rock gods. If you don't know any of these people now,
you probably will soon because The Good, The Bad & The Queen
impresses many.
The band's debut self-titled album, which is the No. 10 bestselling album in the world, exemplifies a musical expedition from
the English Music Hall tradition over to West African Afrobeat,
touching the West Indies' reggae and dub and finally returning to
England for the London-based punk scene.
Albam, who formed the group, has in the past been branded as |
a pretentious ruler of the mixing board. Before The Good, The Bad
& The Queen formed in 2006, Albam was busy crafting enticing]
lyrics for Blur and then working extensively with the anime-inspiredj
band Gorillaz. With this new band's music underway, we can see]
that Arbarn's expertise has only ripened with age.
Now with The Good, The Bad & The Queen, Albarn has]
matured from the quirky pop lyrics he wrote for Blur and the
adolescence of the Gorillaz. In the album, Albam keeps true to the
metaphor, assuming a general tone of regret as he looks back on all
that he has missed while growing up under the music critic world's |
constant watch.

1.) Kreuzberg
2.) Hunting for Witches
3.) I Still Remember

'N Sync, Hanson and Pop Music Fans Unite Over J.T.
BY ALEXANDRA STEWART

Here's my big confession of 2007 -1 was, and still am,
a big fan of the unnaturally feminine looking band Hanson.
I realize that at first this seems to have nothing to do with
the show lustin Timberlake performed at Madison Square
Garden last Wednesday, but please let me elaborate.
Since I was a Hanson fan, I never really jumped on the
*N Sync bandwagon and when Justin Timberlake went solo
I was skeptical. However, after watching him perform last
week, I realized that Timberlake has truly grown up and has
brought all his pre-teen and teenage fans of yesteryear along
for the ride.
The tour, appropriately entitled "FutureSex/LoveSound"
for his sophomore solo album, was truly all about sex.
Whether he was bending over one of his dancers to get a
better view or having the dancers come out and do burlesque
dance moves in costumes I swear they stole from "Lady
Marmalade," Timberlake's tour oozes sex from beginning
to end.
Let me set the mood: the stage resembled a cut out of
something that looked oddly like the symbol that represented
the "Artist Formerly Known as Prince." Around the circularlike stage, a red carpet was laid out with an appropriate, rather
large, amount of light bulbs going off at regular intervals for
celebrities like Donald and Melania Trump (no Britney sightings, sorry). Also surrounding the stage was a full-service bar
for those of us who could afford $500 tickets.
Timberlake opened to an eruption of screams from a full
house of 20-to-30 something's at Madison Square Garden
with the song none other than "FutureSex/Love Sound" and
the announcement that this was his first time in MSG since
the year 2000.
Wearing a three-piece white suit, Timberlake emerged
from underneath the stage behind a ring of sheer screens, on
which the words "Future, Sex, Love, Sound" were projected.
The screens, which intermittently covered the stage during
'i

high points of the show, lifted to reveal the energetic Timberlake. The band then rose from different points around the
stage, creating a protective barrier around Timberlake and a
unique setting for a concert.
One of the crowd's favorite performances of the night,
which set off a lot of camera phones and flashes from the
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Consider Sexy Brought Back: Timberlake, the best thin
white male dancer, puts his "Dick in a Box" on stage.

media's cameras, was a different version of his single "My
Love." At first, Timberlake started off with a ballad version
of the song, until he yelled "Drop that s—" which unleashed
the crowd's roars as well as the electronic beat behind "My
Love."
Timberlake also had time during the concert to show off
his piano skills with songs "Senorita," "What Goes Around
Comes Around" and "Take It From Here." It was during his
down time at the piano, that he announced that he and his
band were going to take a shot to celebrate being in New
York City. After the shot, Timberlake announced to the
crowd, "I felt like a man before that shot," which received
a wave of laughs from the giggly girl crowd. He also paid
tribute to his *N Sync roots with a short rendition of their
single "Gone."
Timberlake was also joined by his producer, Timbaland, and while they sang "Chop Me Up" and "SexyBack"
together, the real shocker was Timbaland's what I would call
half-time show in which he spun and mixed a soundtrack
of songs together -including some of Nelly Furtado's and
the late Aaliyah's - to promote the producer's latest project
"Timbaland Presents Shock Value," which will feature him
singing all new songs with a slew of different artists.
However, while Timbaland was a treat, I loved the
surprise performance from Color Me Badd, the band made
famous by their appearance on SNL with their hit song, "Dick
in a Box." Andy Sandburg and Timberlake showed up onstage
with their ridiculously early 90's outfits (including the fake
extra hair) and boxes strapped around their waists.
After the song was over, Timberlake came back out for
an encore first apologizing if he had offended anyone but he
couldn't help himself. He then added with a smirk, "Watch
out for Color Me Badd's new album in 2007!" The show
closed with "Another Song (All Over Again)" and confirmation that he has stolen every grown-up *N Sync, Hanson and
other sugary pop boy band fans' heart.
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Fall Out Boy's Latest 'Aint a
1
Scene, it's a Damn Disgrace

id, the Supergroup
Albarn's new "supergroup" is certainly one of a kind, and perhaps the most musically miscellaneous group seen in years. Because
of this influence from many different corners of the musical world,
the songs exemplify styles of many different genres. The track "80's
Life" sounds like a Beach Boys track mixed with Electric Light
Orchestra and a little Randy Newman. While the track "Northern
Whale" sounds like it comes out of a CD collaboration between
Elton John's piano style and a new take on the No Doubt-revived
"rock steady" reggae.
"Herculean," the first single off the album, which is already
number #22 in the UK music charts, fits somewhere between the
genre of anti-folk and electronic. It was a strange choice for a first
single. The title of the track is quite daring and brave and the subject
matter is very grave and depressing but it employs a lot of repetition,
which always helps to make a song popular.
The unique lyrics that permeate through the cacophony of
sounds touch important issues in a mature way. In the track "Kingdom of Doom," Albarn implores us to "see things in black and
white" in terms of war and peace.
The seven-minute finale of the CD entitled "The Good, The
Bad & The Queen" explains "it's the blessed routine for the good,
the bad and the Queen, just moving out of dreams with no physical
wounds at all." Most of the songs have a more gloomy tone and
corresponding lyrics, but more upbeat songs like "Three Changes"
exist as well.
The only drawback to the CD is the overabundance of ornamentation. Yes, sound effects are cool but there is point when they start
taking away from the music. For example, in the track "A Soldier's
Tale," listeners are forced to listen to nearly one minute of some guy
whistling the same tune (off key, may I add.) At this point, I was
wishing for the song to end, which is never a good sign.
Despite this sound effect abundance, the message of the album is clear through intoxicating melodies and genuine lyrics. It
takes a few listens to understand the true art that exists in Albarn's
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is so horrible, that I would be ashamed to claim it as my
own. Same thing goes for "Hum Halleluiah," which is just
a terrible song.
Then, after this handful of crappy songs comes the
song "Golden," which is an amazingly driven song that
I never would have expected a band like Fall Out Boy to
compose.
Another keeper is the song "I'm Like a Lawyer With
the Ways I'm Always Trying to Get You Off." This is an
extremely catchy song that everyone will be trying to beat
out of their brains.
This album, just like their previous two, is filled with
another Fall Out Boy token: really long song titles... and
I hate it. It's obvious that they are trying to be witty and
clever with their song titles, but titles like "I've Got All
This Ringing in My Ears, But None on My Fingers" just
come off as being very stupid and cheesy. It won't be long
until they release a single called "If I Could Rearrange the
Alphabet I Would Put 'U' and T Together."
Either love them and embrace their pop/punk-type
sound, or despise them for spawning new bands like Panic!
At the Disco, (who in my opinion is the biggest disgrace to
the music since Milli Vanili), Fall Out Boy hasn't changed
their tune with this album, but they have created some of
their best songs to date.
So-if you enjoyed their previous albums, then go pick
up Fall Out Boy's "Infinity on High." If not, just go to
Limewire and download the few good songs I mentioned
and listen to them when you're all alone. You won't.
Or will you?

Fall Out Boy is the kind of band that people love to
hate, and hate to love. But, I bet three out of five people
who claim to despise this band secretly have hits "Sugar,
We're Going Down" and "Dance, Dance" on their iPod,
and listen to them when they're alone in their rooms.
Hate them all you want, but you have to admit they are
good at what they do, which is write catchy radio-friendly
songs. In fact their latest release, "Infinity on High," is
currently the number one CD in the country.
Too bad the album turned out to be their worst one
so far.
Although there are a few keepers, most of these songs
are so terrible that they should consider renaming the album
"Train-Wreck."
It's hard to decide how to peg this album, because even
though a majority of the songs are complete mess, the few
that are worthy of listening to are actually the best songs
the band has ever written.
"Infinity on High" opens with a solid track, "Thriller,"
which features an unexpected spoken word introduction
by hip-hop icon Jay-Z. The song has some strong lyrics,
with the band confronting former fans who now consider
them "sell outs." Fans will appreciate this song musically
as well, as it brings back that vibe they had from their first
album, "Take This To Your Grave."
But there's another side to this album that is just pure
crap. For instance, the first single, "This Ain't a Scene, It's
an Arms Race." This attempt at a dance/punk rock anthem

1.) Golden s
2.) I'm like a Lawyer.
3.) Thriller

I.) History Song
I.) Herculean
I.) Kingdom of Doom
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Hair Color Wars: What do the Men Prefer?
Go Bold, Go Blonde
BY CHRISTOPHER HALISKOE

Brunettes: Beautiful and Brainy
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

You are walking down a busy New York street, surrounded by the blacks and
browns of the business suits that drive the monotonous straitlaced city. Your
eyes turn from your BlackBerry screen towards your right, as they have found
your eye-candy.
It's a BLONDE.
I can't tell you how many times I have torn my neck as a thick chunk of blonde hair
has caught my eye. Blonde is a unique shade that is very different from the black, red
and brown, all of which are part of the regular color spectrum. However, some people
do not seem as fascinated by blondes as I do.
Many will argue that blondes are dumb. It is to those that I rebut, if you had wanted
an intellectual conversation on a Saturday night, you would have gone to philosophy
class on Wednesday morning.
Can one's intellectual abilities be determined by the color of their hair? If you buy
into this then you might want to check your own hair color. There are plenty of smart
blondes out there. Reese Witherspoon went to Stanford. Julia Stiles, a talented and
beautiful blonde actress, graduated from Columbia University. So they why do these
rumors of blondes exist? I'm glad you asked because I will tell you why:
Jealousy.
Yeah, you heard me. It is those that do not have attractive sunshine-colored hair
flowing from their heads who may have all the answers right in class, yet ironically
still don't get the guy. Now, I am not going say (or maybe admit) to being so shallow as
to claim that looks are everything, but I am enough of a realist to say that they matter.
If looks didn't matter would every girl have a pair of Uggs boots or perhaps enough
fashion accessories to take up an entire dorm room?
Canadian anthropologist Peter Frost concluded that cavemen native to Northern
Europe preferred blondes to
any other type of woman; this
reproduction of blondes is
what led to the mass amount of
blondes in that area.
There you have it; this
choice is "so easy a caveman
could do it."
I was going to argue that
blondes have more fun, but let's
face it, you already know that.
You know that it takes a bold
woman to be a blonde, and that
they will always know how to
have a good time.
So go bold. Go blonde.
hoto Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
Blonde is Beautiful: Haliskoe '10 can't get enough
of the golden locks.

Boys like blondes, men like brunettes.
Some guys may enjoy the company of blondes more than brunettes.
These same guys also have the maturity of high school freshmen. When
looking for someone special, guys want someone who will have fun, but still remember the night before. Plus, being able to read helps, too.
Brunettes have more class and style. It's so much easier for a blonde to appear
trashy than a brunette.
Just look to Hollywood for some examples. Paris Hilton. Tara Reid. Britney
Spears. Yes, they were good looking at one time, but now, much like Kevin Federline,
life has come at them fast. They are now pitied more often than admired by men.
Brunettes can handle math and reading, which will come in handy when trying
to perform basic life functions. There is no struggling to figure out a 20 percent tip
for a 10 dollar check. Everything runs so much smoother when your date is at least
semi-literate.
When a blonde walks by, it is automatically assumed that she is ditzy and most
probably cannot handle anything more complicated than a conversation about Laguna
Beach. Although, omg, ifu ever need 2 type like this, she's the person 2 c.
But, when a brunette walks by, it's a mystery. Brunettes are like a box of
chocolates—you never know what you are going to get. That mysterious vibe leaves
guys wondering what that girl is all about. She could be anything; the possibilities
are endless.
Sure, blondes may have more fun, but it gets old pretty fast (especially when you
have to keep explaining how credit cards don't give you unlimited free money).
It's possible to get the best of both worlds with a brunette. They can have fun
and be intelligent at the same time.
Not only do brunettes have
more common sense and intel- |
ligence, but the darker hair looks
better, too.
Most girls who dye their
hair blonde end up looking
worse. For some reason, many
girls try to lighten their hair and
darken their bodies. There is
nothing wrong with dark hair to
go along with that body.
In fact, I think it looks
better.
So for something more than
a little short-lived fun, go with
a brunette.

hoto Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Brunettes are Better: Simmons '10 finds dark
hair beautiful.

Laptops May Lure Students from Lectures
LAPTOP LECTURES
TRACI DANTONI

''m sitting in class and getting IMs
from someone sitting roughly
.three feet to my right. And this is
normal?
It seems that the art of nonverbal
communication has become key for our
generation of incredibly lazy college kids
who, for whatever reason, can't muster the
energy to talk aloud to the person sitting
right next to them.
You can take my word for it—even
roommates regularly utilize AOL Instant
Messenger for the more awkward favors
in life (i.e. if the other would be willing
to spare some Cup of Noodles) or just to
chat.
Since this ridiculous form of communication has become second nature to most
of us, I didn't question the IM that popped
up the other day in class.
It took only a few minutes, and some
intense deductive skills, to realize that my
roommate was not, in fact, three feet away
from me. The friendly clatter of fingers
flying across keyboard could not be heard.
She and her computer were gone... gone to You've Been
English class, that is.

know you do it. And come on now; you know you would
do it in class too, given the opportunity.
Do you mean to tell me that if your teacher was droning on about material that had about as much significance
to you as what you ate for dinner last Wednesday, that you
wouldn't be tempted to go online? Just check Facebook
really, really quick?
You would. Don't lie.
The allowance of laptops during class
is too much of a temptation. It does not
provide for a productive learning environment in any way, shape or form. Let's be
entirely realistic about this.
I'm sure there are incredibly focused
students out there somewhere who won't
click the little yellow AIM icon. But most
of the college population is not that selfdisciplined. Why give them the added
temptation? It's just not smart.
Basically, to lots of college kids laptops are like chocolate cake. If chocolate
cake (a laptop) is put in front of you during
class, common sense says you eat it (or, in
this case, go online).
Using laptops in class is just feeding
the gluttony of students who don't really
need more sugar added to their already full
Mirror File Photo diet Qf distractions.
Poked: Laptop-use in class is just another excuse to go on Facebook.
If students are actually using AIM in them, are classes
requiring laptops really effective? I don't think so. I, for
one, didn't sign up for one for this very reason.
Computers are undeniably a distraction, especially to
today's generation which just can't seem to stay off Facebook for longer than five minutes, unless they're checking
their e-mail or updating away messages, of course. You
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Gelato, Nutella and Leo DiCaprio
Wittol tfbtoad

CIAO FROM ITALIA!

T:

|his is what it means to live the dream.
Imagine getting up each morning and
MARCIANO
opening the front door of your posh
Italian apartment building to find a fresh fruit market and quaint stone
fountain ready to greet you.
Picture walking to class on the Ponte Vecchio, passing street painters, sweet smelling
bakeries, varying types of boutiques, and famous Renaissance landmarks. And now that
Carnivale is just a few weeks away smiling children throw confetti along your path.
This is what it has meant to live in Florence, Italy for the past few weeks. Although
carrying our groceries across busy piazzas while avoiding pushy Italian men who tell you
your eyes are similar to the brightest of the stars, has been challenging. Nothing beats
fresh tomatoes and peppers for your evening's make-shift salad and pasta dinners enjoyed
with new friends.
School is an afterthought; however, several of us have found our classes to be not
only interesting but challenging as well. Many art history students find themselves in a
new location around the city for each class as they admire the artwork and architecture
that decorate the ancient area.
Students in the wine tasting class found" themselves a bit tipsy, admiring a bella vista
from high above a city landmark.
Planning trips at small internet cafes takes up much of our time. This weekend my
friends and I will visit the wine vineyards of Tuscany and travel to Lake Como, the rumored
home of George Clooney.
Of course, we've gotten pretty used to celebrity sightings by now. Afew students rubbed
elbows with Leonardo DiCaprio at the Italian premiere of "Blood Diamond" in Rome.
LAURA-MARIE

Laura Marie Marclano/The Mirror

Buon Giorno: Marciano '08 appreciates seeing the Ponte Vecchio while walking to
class.

The Duomo: Just one of the famous sights Florence has to offer.
I missed Leo because I was still overly emotional about seeing the Sistine Chapel
for the first time.
It is incredibly moving to personally witness something that you have read about in
books and learned about your whole life. Even more touching is trying to grasp how one
solitary man could have created such a masterpiece on his own.
Visiting Assisi, the home of Saint Francis, I became just as emotional. It is, perhaps
the most peaceful place on Earth. The cobblestone streets and breathtaking landscapes put
me completely at ease. I could have stayed in those moments forever.
Although traveling is important, living in Florence is an experience in itself. The sights
and sounds of the city are quite amusing at times. Just the other day, while I was in front
of the Duomo, one of the greatest architectural accomplishments in all of Italy, a small
gypsy woman came up to me begging for money with a picture of her son. Although we
are told not to give them anything, sometimes it really is hard to resist.
Gelato and Nutella have replaced most of the main food groups in-our diets, and it is
not unlikely for any of the young Fairfield women to have at least three' Italian men following her by the end of the day. It is all worth it if she finds a great pair of white leather
boots in the open market near the Piazza de la Republica, or can get a free glass of red
wine from one of her many admirers.
Fashionistas rule the city. Italians like to look their best, and that is one custom I have
certainly gotten used to*
,
.\',',\
This is only the beginning, but I already have a feeling that my parents and friends
will have to beg me to come back to America. Living in Italy is an escape from reality and
perhaps the real secret to being truly alive.
Ciao ciao.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed. From a challenging

• Outstanding faculty

yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will become intellectual colleagues. From

• Rigorous academic programs

live-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full

• Six concentrations
• Extensive experiential
learning opportunities

tuition. For more information, visit law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

• Student faculty ratio 15:1
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Editor: Christopher Haliskoe

Dan McClorey
This week, we took a holier than
thou approach to describing
some of our favorite college
personalities. Everyone knows at least
one of these sorry buffoons so enjoy
pigeonholing your friends into the following personalities. Those jag-offs
are probably doing the same to you.
"The Overachiever." These
are the nincompoops that ruin
the bell curve on every college
exam. They enjoy speaking
out in class at every opportunity and will provide
an answer for every
question a professor asks, rhetorical
questions included.
"Overachiever," do
everyone else a favor and shut your
trap in class, you're
not as smart as you
think you are.
"The Jerk." Everyone is friends with a
"Jerk." Nobody listens to the "The Jerk"
because they speak out of their rectal
cavity about anything and everything.
Need a misquoted line from a classic
comedy movie? "The Jerk" will take
care of it. Need an incorrect sports statistic? "The Jerk" knows plenty of those.
They'll also end most of their sentences
with "son," "bro," or "cous," which they
have no business doing since they're
probably a white-boy from the 'burbs.
"Pete Rose." This degenerate gam-

www.fairfieldmirror.com

HE said / SHE said

Meg Donlon

The Usual Suspects
bier can be found on any college campus
in America. If one of them talks to you
about anything other than gambling, it'll
be the first time. This gets annoying,
so humor "Pete Rose" by telling him,
"Sure, people hit twelve team parlays
all the time." Each "Pete Rose" thinks
they're the next John Anthony when
really they are more like Eddie Mush
from "A Bronx Tale." I say put 'em all
in the bathroom.
"The HMO's Nightmare." This
one gets drunk and becomes a one man
wrecking crew. Lost on them are
f , the repercussions of kicking
J^ or punching through glass.
They have yet to learn that
their hands aren't harder
than concrete walls, refrigerators, and cars which
they think are reasonable to
punch.
"The Classy Broad." This
girl swears with the mouth of
a sailor, wears sweatpants for
every occasion, and probably
can't grasp the concept of hair removal.
"Classy Broads" see no problem passing
gas in the presence of company from either end of their digestive tract. Get them
drunk and they'll say things that would
make the Diceman blush. And while we
guys may make fun of a "Classy Broad",
this girl is a champ when it comes to partying and can probably out-drink every
single one of us. What's that? You think
"She Said" might be a "Classy Broad"?
Hey, you said it, not me.

In high school, we watched movies
about real college life: endless toga
parties, frat lawns decorated with
broken furniture and crushed cans, and
huge classrooms that you could easily
fall asleep in unnoticed. While Fairfield
may not meet these college stereotypes,
there are other "stereotypical college
types" that you will encounter during
your four years here. Also, please
remember, as Dane Cook says, if
you think you don't know anyone that falls into one of these
categories, then bad news: it's
probably you.
"Karen." Since weal
ready mentioned Dane, we
might as well start with
"Karen." Oh goodness,
poor "Karen." I don't
think we need to get too
in-depth with this one
since most of us are
familiar with what I'm
referring too. Basically
"Karen" is the girl in our group of friends
that, to the untrained eye, may appear to
be one of our dearest gal pals. However,
when "Karen" leaves the room she's torn
to shreds. I'm not happy to admit this
and I realize it is not a becoming quality of a polite young lady like myself,
however, unfortunately it's a reality.
Sorry Kar.
"The Mess." This would refer to
that male or female (or possibly both)
whose mission in life is to have a good
time all the time. He or She may com-

monly be seen wearing sunglasses to
hide bloodshot eyes and being escorted
out of the Grape every Thursday, Friday, and Saturday night—maybe even
the occasional Tuesday night. "The
Mess" is always good for at least a few
laughs, until that one night when you
get stuck taking care of him or her; then
the entertainment factor is really lost.
Still, "The Mess" is a crucial part
of your college experience and
should not be under appreciated.
Another very important subcategory of this group would be
"Drunk Girl," a class act all her
own, but she's a story for
another day.
"That Guy." Not,
"That Guy" as in "Ugh,
that jackass," but "That
Guy" whose Facebook
profile you stalk everyday and "That Guy"
that you revolve routes
to class around on the off
chance that you may get to bump into
him and say something coy like, "Oh, I
forgot you still went here." (Yes, I know,
I'm so smooth, it's scary sometimes.)
I'm leaving many other groups out,
but bottom line is there are those friends
you know you're going to talk to after
graduation and the ones you won't. My
advice is not to tell the ones that you're
not planning on talking to after graduation that until after graduation. We still
have a couple of months, it could be an
awkward situation.

Workout for the whole semester for only $99'
Best

That's less than your Art History Book.

Deals In
Town
TANNIt G STUDIO

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?
Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?
«T"* sin

GREAT STUDENT RATES!

J*$

w4
*§

n

$

FREE

15.00

(ARDIO

Multiple 30,000 square foot state of-the-art facilities
Unlimited FREE tanning in brand new stand-up booth*
500 group exercise classes per week, including spinning
and Pilates, belly dancing and boot camp
Private flat-screen televisions on all cardio equipment
Connecticut's most comprehensive tree-weight area

r

Tan
Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

For 5 Tans
1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

FITNESS CLUBS
Fairfield » 66S Commerce Drive
Across from Super Duper Weenie

www.theedgefltnessclubs.com
334.55035

Amazing Clubs! • Amazing Service! • Amazing Price!
Valid lor students 17-23 with school 10. Semester memberships good through 12/23/06. Now members only. Otfter restricteds may aopty. Cafi 334-&0S for moredetafc.

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield | 203-367-8540

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers

1871

1

BLACK ROCK TPK

I

FAIRFIELD

I 203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK
by

Meghan Chasse

Are You Upset About the Lack of Snow
This Year?

Yes, I'm upset because snow makes
the campus look pretty and since
it's my first year I want my first
college snow day.

JidL

Yes, because I miss making
snow angels.

-Greisy Sanchez '10

-J.P. Fraacini'08

-ry

Absolutely not. Thank
Godfor global warming.

Yes, because I was planning to
go skiing eyery weekend but the
conditions haven't been good.

-Marissa DeBellis '08

-Sheila Hughes '09

-9*Yes, I think that there's no
point in having this much
cold if we 're not going to get
some snow out of it.

If it s gonna stay this cold then yes,
but ifit's gonna warn up then no.
—Gustavo Gregori '08

--Mike Sliva '08
7 7
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LOGIC PUZZLE
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Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
PUZZLE #1 - EASY

7
8 3

6
5
2

7
2 9
1 9 4 8 3
5
8
8
6 9
1

PUZZLE #2 - MEDIUM

6
1 4
7
8
1 9 5 3
6
2
9
2 1
3

PUZZLE #3-HARD

2

9
5 4
3
6 9
1
8

6
7
1 2

2 8
3

by torn Corbett and Dan Scivoletti

2 8
5
3

5 9

8

7
5

1
3 2
2
3

4
5

TOP

4
1 8

1
6
8
2 7

9
8 1

PUZZLE#4-BRAIN FREEZE

7 8
1
5

5
9
8 6
1
7

6
4 2

8

8
5
1

1 4
3
6
1
2
8
3
5
7
8 3
6
4
3 8
7
9
5

10 WORST V-DAY GIFTS

10. Grave Plot
9. Good Will Gift Card
8. Casper 2
7. Graph Paper
6. Nothing
5. Ointment
4. Weight Loss Pills
3. Barbaro
2. Pregnancy
1. VD

SPORTS
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FRESHMEN EDITION
THE STAFF

1. Milk Shake or Van
"Shake" Schaick?
2. Pro Bowl fun?

3. Better recovery

TOM
CLEARY

Van Schaick. He's like a white
Reggie Miller. '

Definitely Van Schaick. Shake is
playing unreal at the most important time
of the season. Besides, I'm a root beer
float guy.

Shaken, not stirred. I know my milk
shake brings all the girls to the yard.

It wasn't fun for the punter who got
jacked up by Sean Taylor.

Is it played on campus?

It just means more betting fun for
everyone.

Health Center. It's an easier walk to
the townhouses from there.

Luckily, I wouldn't know.

Chatting with the hospital security
guards was.the highlight of my night.

St. Vincent's or Health Center?

4. Playoff Goatee?

Definitely. The only thing better is
a rally cap.

Not at all. Mr. Steinbrenner would
not approve.

5. Will men's LAX top
in ECAC?

It's been a great year for Stags' sports.
I think men's lax will not disappoint.

Absolutely. If men's soccer and
basketball is any indication, the ECAC
better watch out.

Manscaping.
Always a good decision.

Lacrosse players are just guys who
couldn't hit a baseball.

Career Corner
Employer Application Deadlines for Seniors:
Chubb Et Son
Silver Point Capital
Bloomberg
Vertrue

Sun Life Financial
Morgan Stanley

Underwriter Trainee (All Majors)
Client Service Associate (All Majors)
Global Data Financial Training Program
Staff Accounting, Account Coordinator
Online Marketing Coordinator,
Financial Analyst
Employee Benefits Sales Representative
(All Majors)
Global Wealth Management Technology

Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 19

Feb. 20
Feb. 20
Feb. 21

Summer Internship Application Deadlines:

45 Unquowa Road
Fairfield, CT

(203) 292-6800

General Electric Company Finance-Tax
Unilever
Information Technology
UBS
Client On-boarding Internship (All Majors)
Vertrue
Summer InternshipClient Services, Corporate Reporting
Product Marketing, HR, more... (All Majors)
Morgan Stanley
Global Wealth Management Technology
UBS
Operations Analyst, Finance, CFO Interns

Feb. 20
Feb. 21
Feb. 21

Washington Internship Program Presentation
Tuesday, February 20

Off Post Road, by Bravo and
the Community Theater

Feb. 16
Feb.18
Feb. 19

12:00 noon- 1:30p.m.

Kelley Center Presentation Room

"Thinking about Graduate or Professional School?"
Thursday, Feb. 22, 5:00 p.m.
The Kelley Center Presentation

Guiltless Shoe Pleasures

10% Off for Fairfield U. Students

Panelists:
Dr. David Gudelunas, Department of Communication
Dr. Alan Katz, Political Science Department, Pre-Law Advisor
Dr. Jen Klug, Biology Department
Dr. Marcie Patton, Political Science Department

Buy 12 Pairs, Get One Free
Sponsored by...
The Career Planning Center and the College of Arts & Sciences
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Stags Have Momentum Going Into Showdown With Iona
CONTINUED FROM P.

20

18 points on 7-of-8 shooting and came up
with two steals.
However, Lowenthal struggled mightily under the board, totaling only three
rebounds.
Fairfield was out rebounded for the
game 32-30 and was limited by foul
trouble for much of the game.
The Stags' defense slipped in the
second half, allowing Canisius to shoot
53.8 percent from the floor, preventing the
Stags from making a run.
Lowenthal, Meka Werts '08 and
Stephanie Geehan ' 10 all had four fouls
and Megan Caskin '09 fouled out at the
end of the game.
"We had certain players in foul trouble
like Megan and [Lowenthal] Megan runs
the plays for us and [Lowenthal] is one of
our leading scorers, so we have to play a
little differently," said Head Coach Dianne
Nolan.
Foul trouble wasn't the Stags only
concern. They came into the game banged
up as well.
Wrice hurt her hand last Friday
against Manhattan and again wore a knee
brace, as she had earlier in the season. In
addition, Tara Flaherty '10 has been played
with an injured hand all season and Cara

Murphy '06 dislocated a finger in practice last week.
Despite some injuries to these key
players, Nolan did not make excuses
for her team.
"I don't think it was a factor. I
think it bothered Murph aiittle bit, you
could see her hold her hand when she
got stripped, but I think they were okay,"
she said.
Werts played well over the weekend
at her usual breakneck pace, averaging
12.5 p.p.g., including a team-high 18
against Canisius. She also pulled down
an average of six r.p.g. and recorded two
steals in both contests.
That loss coupled with wins by
Loyola and Iona put Fairfield one game
behind both the Greyhounds and the
Gaels for second place in the MAAC.
The Stags currently sit at 13-12
overall (9-5 MAAC) heading into their
next game against Iona in what is perhaps the biggest game of the year in
determining where the Stags finish in
the standings.
Despite the game's implications, the
players are not worried.
Elyse Raby/ The Mirror
"I don't feel any extra pressure. We
just have to play better on defense, which passing Fancy: Megan Caskin '09 looks up-court on a pass to the Stags' forwards. Caskin
leads to our offense. We know what we has been a major impact p|ayer for tne Stags. 0ffense this season,
need to do to win," said Werts.

On the Slopes, Fairfield is a Regional Powerhouse
BY MICHELLE MORRISON

While the Fairfield campus
seems to be full of students whining about the low temperatures
and freezing winds, there is one
group that is definitely dreaming
of snow: the Fairfield Ski and
Snowboard team.
An established club on campus, the Fairfield Ski and Snowboard team is just one of many
competitive sports clubs.
A multiple regional championship winner, the team works at
a consistent pace during the winter
months that includes a week of
training in January at Mont Tremblant in Montreal and races almost
every weekend.
"We're basically gone all
weekend every weekend from
winter break till spring break," said
Cate Cavanaugh '08.
Tryouts begin in December,
when the team captain and a
panel of other experienced team
members watch and pick out the
best skiers and snowboarders of Altogether Now: The Fairfield Ski and Snowboarding team gets together for a team
the incoming class. Experience tition on the sloPesin slalom and giant slalom, the
who topped the men's team for the conference championteam's two race events, is much sought after.
The team is made up of an A squad and a B squad ship last season.
However, the women managed to beat out Lehigh for
of 10 skiers each, men and women separate, with snowthe
conference
title last year, and it looks like both teams
boarders in addition.
may
be
able
to
do so for the 2007 season.
In recent years competition for a spot has become
During January, the team headed out to Mountain
more intense as talented newcomers arrive. Almost all
Creek Resort in New Jersey. The women's ski team took
who are chosen have prior racing experience.
Due to the fact that it is a club team, Fairfield only first in both the slalom and the giant slalom, while the
funds certain aspects of the sport, like lift tickets, race men grabbed first in the giant slalom but fell to Lehigh
in the slalom.
fees and sometimes hotel lodging.
The Stags also traveled to Pennsylvania for a race at
"It's not great because a lot of other schools are
closer, so they can train more often," commented team Camelback Ski Area, where the women once again swept
captain Brian Hubbard '07. "We're just not c.lose enough both events and the men snatched second.
A slight change of pace came this past weekend at
to go during the week, and the school won't pay for
season passes."
Jack Frost in the Poconos of PA.
Led by Cavanaugh, who placed second in both events,
In the New Jersey Conference of the USCSA, the
Stags go up against strong competition including ski- the women's team seized second place both days.
The men did even better, stepping up to take first
ing powehouses in Princeton, Columbia, Rutgers and
place both days. Out of a pool of eighty, six of the top
Lehigh.
Unquestionably their biggest competition is Lehigh, ten racers were Fairfield men. Nick Carlucci '10 was the

forerunner, placing third on the
first day and first on the second.
The biggest highlight of the
season has been newcomer Caity
Barber'10. The freshman came
in hard, snatching second and
third place finishes at Mountain
Creek, and first and second at
Camelback.
A key contributor to the women's team this season has been
Cavenaugh, who has been skiing
since the age of three.
Last year Cavenaugh was
honored with the title of USCSA/
New Jersey Conference Women's
Ski Individual Champion, and has
been a great leader for the team
both on the slopes and off.
Slicing up the mountain for
the men have been the juggernaut
brothers Pat and Nick Carlucci, a
sophomore and a freshman who
were described by teammate
Robby Wodarski '07 as "nasty"
on the slopes.
Hubbard and Tim McCabe
Contributed photo
'09 have provided the experience
moment after a compe for the men, as well as Wodarski
himself, who is the team's leading
snowboarder.
Although Hubbard and Cavanaugh both bemoaned
this year's less than satisfactory weather conditions,
Wodarski was particularly unhappy.
"I think with the lack of snow a lot of people have
not gotten chances to go out riding, and you have to get
used to it again before you can race," he said. "It's been
difficult for snowboarders in particular because it's tough
to get an edge when you're on the ice."
From a skier's perspective, Hubbard said, "I was
surprised, I didn't think we were going to start on time
at all this season, but it's been cold. There's been a lot
of manmade snow, but conditions have been surprisingly
good."
Overall, the team is looking forward to an excellent
run for first place in the conference. Having already qualified for regionals, Hubbard expects that the skiers have a
good chance of taking a spot in the top five.
A top finish would qualify the Stags for a trip to to
the national competition in Winter Park, Colorado, which
begins on March 5th.
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Stags Control Their Own Destiny
and score.
The Stags' defense remains the best in
the MAAC, holding opponents to only 64.9
Johnson averaged 13 points in the two points per game. They held both Marist and
games this past week and showed off his Loyola well under their season averages.
terrific athleticism with an exclamation Marist averages 75.1 points per game and
point - specifically, a tomahawk dunk - to has only been held under 70 points one
close out the Stags' win over Loyola.
other time in conference play. Loyola aver"It was the right time, Van Schaick ages 70.2 points per game.
made a great pass and Devin Johnson made
"I am very excited with what our dea great steal, it was there and I just dunked," fense has been able to do," said Cooley. "It
said Johnson.
has been a point of emphasis since the first
Johnson has used his leaping ability day I walked on campus and it will continue
throughout the season to make a big impact to be a stable point for our program. We
on the game, including a slam-dunk early need to be able to stop people in critical
in the Loyola game that silenced the crowd situations and I think it is something we
and swung the momentum to the Stags. He have really been able to do."
is still inconsistent and at times misses easy
The Stags' defense has been able to
lay-up opportunities, but he has shown the keep them in every game they have played
ability to use his strength to get to the hoop this year. Heading down the stretch and into
the MAAC tournament, the
defense will be key. If the
defense plays the way it has,
they can beat any team in the
MAAC.
"I think our style of play
alone, our team toughness
is going to give us a chance
night in and night out," said
Cooley. "If we continue
to believe in what we are
doing defensively, that is a
key point. If we can guard, I
feel eventually we can score
the ball."
Fairfield returned home
for a game against Siena
on Wednesday night with
Elyse Raby/The Mirror
a chance to earn a season
Hustle and flow: Marty O'Sullivan '07 and the Stags
sweep over the Saints, who
continue to fight for every possession. Fairfield will need to are 10-6 in MAAC play and
keep up this intensity if they want to continue their strong sit in a tie for second place
play
CONTINUED FROM P.

Men's Basketball
Report Card:
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High energy, passion and a committed work ethic
have all contributed to Fairfield's climb out of the MAAC
cellar and into an elite competitor. In the Stags' wins
against Loyola and an impressive effort versus Marist,
Fairfield is starting to jell.
A Senior Steps Up:
Michael Van Schaick has typically been a secondhalf player in most games all season. Based on his recent
streak, it seems the second half of the season is mirroring
that trend.
Van Schaick scored 24 points in the one-point loss
against Marist, leading all scorers. Three days later, he put up a 26-point effort against
Loyola. His average of 15.1 points per game is good enough for ninth in the MAAC. If
he keeps it up, his name just might get thrown around in the MAAC Player of the Year
conversation.
He already has some support; Head Coach Ed Cooley suggested after Van Schaick's
performance against the Greyhounds that he should definitely be in the mix.
Nero's a Hero:
Just about a half-hour drive from his home in Red Hook, Greg Nero had a big night
against Marist. Providing the Stags with a much-needed post presence, Nero finished
with 13 points and four rebounds.
On a side note, a few buddies from Nero's high school team were interrupting the
Marist crowd at the McCann Center, sporting "Nero is our hero" t-shirts. The group even
got a little rowdy and ventured into the student section. If only the Red Sea had this kind
of enthusiasm.
Nero's resurgence is a great sign for the Stags. A big contributor early in the year,
the freshman forward was slowed after opposing defense's began to key on him. Slowly
but surely, Nero is working his way back into the offense. He has scored double figures
in two straight games.
StatoftheWeek:
Fairfield's recent surge (8-2 in 10 games) is tops in the MAAC in that span. The
closest teams to that mark are Niagara and conference-leader Marist at 7-3.
Bring It Home:
The Stags have done a fine job on the road lately, winning two important games
away from the Harbor against two tough teams, Canisius and Loyola (Md.). That's not
including a fantastic performance against Marist.
Now, they find themselves in a three-game homestand that includes a ESPN Bracketbuster game against William & Mary (Sat. 2/17) and a rematch with Jared Jordan '07
and the Marist Red Foxes (Mon. 2/19).
Now that Fairfield is in contention for a top seed in the MAAC tournament, there's
definitely no place like home.

Offense:
While the Stags' offense is beginning to show signs of life, there is still
some room for improvement. Despite
the fact that they stood toe-to-toe with a
tough Marist team and scored 64 points,
they shot a meager 45 percent A few
days later, they shot 42 percent against
Loyola. Aside from field goal shooting,
the Stags missed seven free throws (six in
the second half) to keep the Greyhounds
in the game.

Grade:BFrontcourt Play:
Van Schaick has been a steady contributor all season, and the team has won
as a result. The recent games, though,
have shown that Anthony Johnson and
Greg Nero are starting to heat up. Nero
totaled 12 points in the Stags' win in
Baltimore, and Johnson finished with 15
points. Andheshotfour-of-ten! Imagine
if he could hit those four foot lay-ins.

Grade: B+
Elyse Raby/The Mirror

Hands up now wave: Mamadou Diakhate
'08 has been a major part in the revival.
in the conference.
Fairfield is in the midst of a three-game
homestand that began Wednesday against
Siena and continues this weekend as they
take on William & Mary on Saturday and
rematch Marist on Monday.
For expanded coverage of all the
games, and a recap of Wednesday's game
visit www.fairfieldmirror.com.

Overall:
The loss to Marist was heartbreaking.
However, it was an encouraging sign to
see a young and improving Fairfield
squad shake it off and take down Loyola.
Considering they were playing arguably
the two best teams in the MAAC, "two
out of three ain't bad".

Grade: A- KEITH CONNORS

MEN'S
NOTEBOOK

Elyse Raby/ The Mirror

Leading the way: Michael Van Schaick '07 has been a catalyst for the Stags, who are
now in the hunt for a top seed in the MAAC. Van Schaick leads the Stags in scoring and
is a potential candidate for MAAC Player of the Year.

RTS

Editor: Dan Akeson

Women's
Basketball
Hitting Stride

February 15, 2007
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Taking It to the Top

BY CHRIS SIMMONS

The Stags' are locked into a battle for
conference seeding with Loyola and Iona
going into the final stretch of the season.
' With a win on Friday against Manhattan, 59-49, in which Fairfield avenged a
loss that came only a week earlier, the Stags
moved into a three-way tie for second place'
in the MAAC.
Fairfield was able to come away with
the win due to stellar defense in the second
half. Trailing at halftime, 37-36, the Stags
held the Jaspers to only 12 second-half
points and 27.3 percent shooting.
The Stags turned the ball over 23
times, but they were able to force Manhattan to give the ball up 27 times, including
eight from starting point guard Amanda
LoCascio.
In addition, no Jasper player scored in
double-digits.
Sophomore forward Baendu Lowenthal
also recorded her sixth double-double of the
season against Manhattan, scoring 12 points
and 11 rebounds.
Sabra Wrice '08 scored a game-high
15 points, continuing her role as one of the
league's best scorers.
However, the Stags dropped their
next game on Sunday, falling to Canisius,
74-64.
The Stags looked like they were going
to come away with the win early, leading
18-4, but the Golden Griffins slowly chipped
away at the lead until they took the lead for
good at the beginning of the second half.
Lowenthal again had a good game, but
it came in spurts as she was limited by foul
trouble. However, she was able to score

Elyse Raby/ The Mirror

Facing the music: Mamadou Diakhate '08 and the Stags had won eight out of their last nine games coming into Wednesday night's
game against Siena.

Men's Basketball Fighting For First Seed in the MAAC
BY TOM CLEARY

SEE "STAGS" P.
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Elyse Raby/The Mirror
Post Presence: Stephanie Geehan '10
and the Stags continue to fight for the
MAAC's top seed.

The Stags' winning streak may have ended at seven games
with their loss to Marist on Thursday night, but after bouncing
back on Sunday with a win over Loyola (MD), Fairfield is still
on a roll.
Fairfield is now 9-6 in the MAAC and 11-16 overall. The
Stags had won eight of their last nine games heading into Wedensday's game against Siena, losing the other two by one point.
The loss to Marist dropped them back in the standings to sixth
place in the conference, but they remain only two games out of
first place.
"Anytime you can overcome what we went through at
Marist, I think its a good thing," said Cooley. "If you can overcome
a tough loss like that and go on the road and still have success, it
shows that we have come a long way."
The Stags headed to Poughkeepsie, NY on Thursday riding the
momentum of one of the best victories in school history, a thrilling
last second win over Loyola on Monday night. After defeating one
of the conference co-leaders, the Stags almost defeated Marist,
the other first place team, but a controversial call on a last second
foul cost them a chance to win.
After James Smith got a rebound for Marist, he was fouled
on a last second layup, putting him on the line for two free throws,
needing one to win. Smith missed the first shot, but converted on
the second, giving the Red Foxes a 65-64 win.
Fairfield continued its philosophy of taking one game at a
time, moving on from the loss and going into a tough atmosphere
at Loyola. They defeated the Greyhounds for the second time in
a week, winning 67-59.
While the Stags would have liked to have picked up two wins
on the two-game road-trip, senior guard Michael Van Schaick
understands the importance of defeating Loyola on the road.
"It was a good win," Van Schaick said. "It's hard to win down
here. They are in first place in the league, so if we can beat these
guys, we'll be alright."
As it has been throughout the past few weeks, it was the
leadership and scoring of Van Schaick that led Fairfield in both
games. He was the team's leading scorer against Marist and

Loyola, scoring 24 points against the Red Foxes and 26 against
the Greyhounds.
The two games raised Van Schaick's season scoring average
to a team-high 15.1 points per game.
Cooley said that he believes people need to start considering
Van Schaick as a contender for the MAAC Player of the Year
award.
"Van Schaick is really playing as the Player of the Year in the
league," he said. "When you look at what he is doing with this
team, putting us on his back, somebody has to take notice. Night
in and night out, he has people draped on him and he makes play
after play after play."
He ranks near the top in many statistical categories in the
conference. His 15.1 points per game is ninth best in the MAAC.
He also has the third best free throw percentage, at 84.3 percent.
His three point shooting percentage is fifth best, at 41.4 percent.
"He really continues to practice his shot every day and he is
a great leader, which makes it even easier for the rest of us," said
Anthony Johnson " 10.
The offense has also been helped by the continuous development of freshmen forwards Greg Nero and Johnson as strong
post players.
"I think anytime you can have an interior presence it loosens
up your perimeter game," Cooley said. "I think the last two games
their presence has been big, more so for our continued development
moving forward, having an offensive threat on the inside really
helps your overall offensive game."
Nero, who struggled during the middle of the season after
starting the year as the team's leading scorer for five straight games,
has reestablished himself as a second option for the Stags, averaging 9.7 points per game, which is second to Van Schaick.
Against Marist, Nero played in front of many family members and friends who made the trip from nearby Red Hook, NY.
He delivered a good game, scoring 13 points. Nero backed that
performance up with 12 points against Loyola, including two
three pointers. He entered the game just 1-for-14 from threepoint range.
SEE "STAGS" P.
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